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The Changing of the Guard
expressed an interest 10 Martinez, his klngtime friend and former
partner in private practice.
"II seemed at the time it would be fun aoo rewarding to get more
involved with the operation of the school." Gray explained. "I
thought it would be fun 10 work with Leo. We complement each
otherper(eclly."
Grayexplainedthattheproccsswasinformal-hctoldManinel.
that he was interested, Martinez then talked to Kane and they
appointed him. The process
for choosing Scallcn as his
successor was equally as
informal. Martinez talked 10
him and asked his views of
about5pocentiaisuccesSOl"S.
Scallen was Gray's top
recommendation.
"I thoughlshc would be
lerrific," he said. "I really
valueherandlikeherasa
person. She is an excellent
teacher.lthoughtshewould
be a good adminisuator
because
she
IS
compassionatellJldshecares
deeply about the school. I
thoughtshewouldbeagood

Connie Standley
EDITOR-tN-CHIEF

On June 30 of this year. Associate Academic Dean Brian
Eugene Gray will pass the scepter to Professor Eileen Anne
Scanen. Aftcrtwoand a halfyearsas the"Oean of Students." Gray
is returning to his professorial position.
AI a March 26 reception for new admiuees to the College,
Scallen tried 10 explain the
different deans at Hastings. "I
told them that the Associate
Academic Dean has what I
think is llle most important job
at Hastings because they have
themostdirectcontactwith the
students and. ina 1000fways. I
think thal'S true," she said.
"You can doa loto(good and
I think if you do a good job for
the Sludent in that job you're
aIso he1ping the faculty and the
staff and so the whole
community benefits." Gray
described the position as the
Dean of St1Idents.
The position of Associate
Academic Dean isa2-yeartenn
L....
passed
among
various
professors at the College. AssociQM AcQdemic Dean Bri(ln Gray and Dea,,·e/~I f,/ufl Seal/en

~;a~~~~~

Gray'sstintintheivorylOwet
began two and a half years ago when Dean Mary Kay Kane was
promoted from Academic Dean 10 Dean of the College. The
currenl Academic Dean. Leo Martinez, was then the Associate
Academic Dean and the remainder of his term became available
when he moved up to fill the position vacated by Kane.
Because Gray was complcting the rest of Martinez's tenn of
offICe, he was given the ""lion of serving for one and a half or two
andahalfyears. "1,pcrlIaps foolishly. chosethelongertcrm,"Gray

.....

Gray was not an obvious choice for the position. "When Leo
took the positioo, 1 told him he was crazy." Gray said. When it
became apparent that Martinez' position would be available, Gray

advocate for students and I
thinkthat'sanimportantpart
of the Job."
Graywasn'tsureScaUen
would want the position. "The job involves a great deal of stress,"
he cxplained. "I wasn't sure she would want 10 take that on. Of
course. I cO\lId say thaI about anybody. I am de1ighled that she
accepted."
Scallenis not quite as delighledthatshcacceptcd. ''Why me?
Whyisitalwaysmc?lguesspeopleexpectmetosay'Oh.yeah,I'm
thriUect' about havinggouen the position, but the truth is I'm happy
to be dOing it because I think it is a vel)' imponant position at
Hastings,especially fortheswdcntsand I carealotaboutthat. Icare
a lot about having someone in theofficc woo is really interested and

The Rankings Plummet Saga Continues
Elke Hofmann
NEWSEOITOIt
One year after Hastings
plummeted out of the top twenty
in the U.S. N~ws and World
Report rankings of the nation's
law schools, the law school
remains stagnant at 45.
The dramatic fall in the 1995
rankings was attributed 10
Hastings' poor performance in
two categories: placement
success among its graduateS and
facultyresourees. In this year's
rankings, the same categories
have again kept Hastings from
improving its position among the

nation'S law schools.
The "placement success"
among Hasting's graduates
continues to be Ih e school's
weakest calegory. In 1995 ,
Hastings had dropped from a
placement rate of 89 percent to
75;thisyear,therateslippedone
percentage point 10 74, earning
the school a ranking of 124. This
category represented 20 percent
ofaschool·stotalscore. However,

accordingtoU.S.NewsandWorld
Reporl,this year, "in response to
suggestions from schools, the
magazine also refined its
methodology,givingmoreweight
to employment status six months

after graduation."
In a leuercirculated by Dean
Mary Kay Kane to Hastings
students, Kaneacknow ledged that
"this clearly is the foctorcausing
us the greatest problems." Kane
emphasized,asshehad last year.
the competitiveness of the San
Francisco areajob market and the
largegraduatingclassascrcating
difficuitiesforHastingsgraduatcS.
As one additional factor fora
low job placement rate, Kane
noted Hastings' lower bar passage
ralC, which created a "large pool
ofcandidatcswhoeffectivclywere
prccludcdfromfindingjobs"until
more than six months afler

graduation.
Kane emphasized the ongoing
etTons to raise Hastings' ranking
in job placemenL Examples of
these
efforts
include
improvements in the Carcer
Services Office, and the auempt
to creale a more active and
extensivealumninctwork.
The report also gave Hastings
a poor ranking for faculty
resources. Thistategoryconsiders
thctotalexpendiwrespCIstudent,
libraryexpendilures,andSlLldentfaculty ratio. After falling from
44 to SOon the index in last year's
rankings, Haslings improved
Su"Rt", Mn rs"o'"fHlre4

uchastings.edu
CyrilYu
STAfFWRJT'ER
1bee-matlcxperimenthasbcen
successful at Hastings. Initially,
therewereproblcmsrryingtoreach
America On·Line. lllat issue was
resolved. Eventually, e.,ail
messages will include last names.
whicharecurrentlynotbeingread
bythesystcm.
So far, 550 sWdent accounts
have been set-up. Therc are about
ten to fifteen studentaccouflts
pending. Eric Nohlestill needs to
speak to the administration about
e-mailaccountsforswdcntgroups.
AS for the training sessions. there
haveonlybeencomplimentsabout
Mark Hardie's ttaching.
Hastings students can expect
dial-upaceess by the end of the
semester. Thesllldents who have
othCTe-mail~(r:ountsandwanllo

acccsstheir Hastingse·mailcan
tclnet to holmes.uchastings.edu.
In Fall 1996, a new filesen'er will
besetup.e-mailwillbeacCCSSlble
through the Pegasus systcm. and
ten more tuminals will be added.
Another pending issue is the
possibility of automatically
providing the entering class with
e-mail accounts.
Intereslamongfaculty is abo
increasing. At the faculty
colloquium, a speaker from Duke
University applauded the benefits
of e-maH discussion groups.
sparlOngfacultyinterestingeuing
thesortware installed and groups
setup.
Ona final note, Noble wishes
toremindstudcntstotypc'exit'in
order to log out. During Ihe
semester, someone tried to break
into an accounlthat had been icft
on (i.e .. thestudenl had not typed
'exit'). Although no harm was
done, the potential is there and
students need 10 be aware.
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VITA Students Do Taxes, Sometimes
Glenn E. Von Tersch
STAfFWRITEII

Have youscenthose liulesigns
advertising free tax help? How
about the students sitting in the
Law Cafe with a big box of laX
forms and no one to help on
Monday, TuesdayandWednesday
afternoons?ThoseweretheVITA
volunteers, a dedicated, if
underutilized, group of Hastings
students trained ID help people nil
out their tax forms. During the
timefrom 3:30t06:00P.M. when
they were in the Law Cafe, they
spent a lot of time reading their
casebooks and occasionally got a
chance to help people with their
taxes. Generally,when they did
help people with their taxes, itled
loa big refund.
VITAisthe Volunteer Income
T<u Assistance Program, and is
sponsored by the American Bar
Association in conjunction with
the IRS and the Slate Tax
Agencies, such as the Franchise
T<u Board in California. It is a
national program aimed at
providing help to low·incomeand
elderly people when they do their
taxes. Most law schools participate
inthisprogram,butitalsoincludes
many service orgamza\JOns, too.
When asked 10 estimate the
number of VITA locations in the
Bay Area, Cyrus Wadi a,
coordinatorfoctheHastingsVITA
chapter, guessed there were
roughlythinylocations,ofwhich
five were located in the Mission

area of The CilY alone.
At Hastings,approximately 30
students volunteef in the program,
of which about 20 are rl1St-year
students. Most of these stooents
voluntecr for three hour:s a weck.
Some of the volunteers got
involved in order to discover
whelhcrlaXwasthethingforthem.
Others got involved for the
opponunitytodeal with people in
something close to a clientattorney atmosphere. Naturally, a
few volunteered for the sakeofa
lineontheirresumes.Apparently,
those seeking a client-attorney
atmosphere are most likely to be
satisfied. The training the
volunteer:s receiveoniYQualifies
themtohelpwi!hrelativelysimple
tax problems, and the people
utiiizingtheservicetypicallyhave
asinglelow-wagejobandnoothcr
sources of income or strange
deductions.
When asked for a number of
people they had helped so far,
Wadia guessed about 100,
including about 5 students.
However, the program also
supplies tax forms, and any
number of people have come by
just to pick up forms. One of the
volunteers noted that people
typically come right around 3:30
and allcomeatonce.Assuch,tlle
students find themsclves busy for
ashen time as soon as they get
there,and!hentheyhaveacouple
hours to sit around and read. Most
of the volunteers have found ita
rewarding experience. However,

some of the volunteers feel the
people asking them for help are
not panicularly appreciative.
Additionally, some volunteers
have not had the chance 10 help
anyone, and understandably feel
underutilized. One volunteer also
mentioned that he initially uied
teaching people how to do their
tax.es,buteventuallyhejustnUed
out the forms for them.
While the students only spend
about a month actually hanging
out in the Law Cafe with their tax.
forms,theinitialpreparationslartS
weU before then. Wadia started in
December and started recruiting
volunteersinJanuary.Thetraining
occurred in February, a single
weekend day ofinslruction from
people from the IRS and the
Franchise Tax Board. Following
that, all of the volunteers had to
compiele a take-home test and
send it in to the ms. Only those
whopassedthetestcouldactually
volunteef and help prepare tax
forms. However, the effort
involved in passing the test was
simply a mauer of time, as the
training materials included all of
the answers. Once the tests were
in, the vohmteers staned helping
people with their taxes in midMarth, and willbeavailableuntil
April 15th. Al::cording to Wadia,
thetricideofpeoplecoming in for
help tends ID increase as the
deadline draws near, but anyone
going by the Law Cafe around
4:30P.M.onaMonday, Tuesday,
or Wednesday should have no
troublegeninghelp.

ASH Evaluates Career Services
CyrilYu
STAfFWRITEII

On April 2, 1996, ASH
unanimously passed a resolution
supponing the ASH Commiuee
on Career Services Report. The
repor\compiledsurvey,inlerview,
and other research data in making
several recommendations. The
report was presented to the
Faculty-Student Committee on
Admissions and Student Services
011 April 3. The report will be
presented to Dean Kane on April
5.CaroIRegan, DireclOrofCareec
Services, remarked that the
drafters of the reponare heading
in the right direction, but she
cautioned about the accuracy of
the survey dala.
Thereponhighlightedrealand
perceived problems with the
Office of Career Services and
ouilinedproposa!storesolvethem.
The drafters of the report
emphasized that there was plenty
of blame to go around.
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The first suggestion was that
the Hastings community had to
change its perception of Career
Services. The repon argued that
the organizational position of the
Offlceexemplifles!helowpriority
given by the adm inistration to the
omce. Regan rcpom to Patsy
Oppenheim, Director of Student
Services, who in tum, repons to
Tom Simms and finally Dean
Kane. To put !his priority into
perspective,note!hatthelawCafe
has !he same chain of command
Bycomparison,somelawschools
place!heirdirectorsatthelevelof
Dean or Assistant Dean. However,
Regan said that because of Dean
Kane's open-door policy, she has
never
had
problems
communicating important issues
to Kane.
The omce has poor budget and
slaffperstudentfigurescompared
to other law schools. Eight of the
nine law schools surveyed had
higherstaffperstudentratios!han
Hastings; the one exception was

Harvard Law School. Cwrently
the Office of Career Services has
four full·time staff. Over the past
year, !here has been 100 percent
turnover. The founh staff member
started in February. Next week,
the part-time Alumni Mentor
Coordina\(lf" will stan.
The repon proposes hiring
three more full-time (two
additionalcareercounselorsanda
jobdevelopmentcoordinator)and
three part-time staff. Regan
estimales that would constitute an
additional cost of $150,000$200,000, including overhead.
She also suggested that hiring
student assistants would be less
expensive.
Surveydalaindicatedthat
students perceived lhat theOffice
of Career Services focused
exclusively on firms. Not
surprisingly, the 1995 ASH
Student Careers Survey indicated

Stt"ClUffr"O"ptlgeJ

NEWS BRIEFS
1996 Commencement
Speaker
Hastings has invited Judge Melvin Brunetti of the United
States Court of Appeals for the Nin!h Circuit to be the guest
speaker at this year's graduation ceremony. A native of Reoo,
Nevada, he attended the University of Nevada at Reno and then
procee(]ed to Hastings, where he received his law degree in
1%4. Following !hat, he was admitted to the Nevada Bar and
practiced for 21 years in Reno, Las Vegas, and Carson City
before his appointment to the Ninth Circuit in Reno in 1985.
During his yearsof practice,J udge Brunetti spent 10 yearsas
a member of the Board of Directors of the State Bar.0fNevada,
and served as President of the State Bar of Nevada from 198485. He also served as a member of the Council ofLega1 Advisors
to the Republican National Committee from 1982-85. He is
currently a member of the FederalJ udges Association, the State
BarofNevada, the American Bar Association, and is a member
and JnS(Chainnan of the Nevada Stale-Federal Judicial Council.
Judge Brunetti is married 10 Gail Dian Buchanan Brunetti,
and !hey have three children and twO grandchildren.

1M A League Playoffs
Wednesday, April 10
(seeds in parentheses)
6:30 (5) Ron Van Wen v. (4) Bill Turner
7:30 (3)TaeHeeNam v. (6) Marc Yassinger

Wr4tltlsMy April lb:&mjfinaJs
6:30 (I) leo Shveyd v. winner of 4 v. 5
7:30 (2) Andrew Herman v. winnerof3 v. 6
Thur:giay Antil I&--CMmpjooshjpGaDlt<
7:30 Winners of Semifinal Games

Native American
Cultural Awareness
Day
On Thursday, April II, the Native American Law Students
Association (NALSA) will host a Native American Cultunll
AwarenessDay.DrummersfromFriendshipHousewillperfcnn
traditional songs, and speakers will address a number of issues.
Galeson Eagle Star, Keeper of the Drum at Friendship House,
will address Native American culture, and Jay Peterson from
Indian Legal Services will be on hand to talk about Restotation
and Recognition ofCalifomia lodian Tribes. Craftspeople will
be displaying and selling Indian anwork and there will also be
traditional Native American food to share. There will also be a
drawing for original Indian bowls. Everyone is welcome to
celebrate this day of N'>tive American eulture. The activiti~
will takeplaceintheLcuisB.Mayerl.oungefrom 1:00 105:00
p.m.
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Career
thai studenls, on average, spent 3

hours a week devoted to job
searches. The Survey was
dislributed to the entire campus
popu1.ation al the end of 1995.
Only 144 students. or 12pen:ent
of the student body • .upooded
with the most responses from
second year students.
Because of the small rate of
return, Regan expressed concern
aboutlheaccumcyofthestatistics.
Most alarming were the figures
for services utiJized by students.
The Statistics reflected 60·90
percCDtnon-participationratesby
those students surveyed. Regan
commented lhat this did not
accur.uelyreflectthewall-lO-wall
allcndance by second years of
workshops Ileld last fall.
The report recommended
changing the mix and nature of
services provided to bettef reflect
the diversity of the campus
population. According to the
Student Careers Survey. 44
percent of respondents had two to
ten years full time work
experience. Twenty-cightpercenl
had only summer and pan time
workexperieoce.Furthennore,14
percent he1d advanced degrees.

Whilethismay indicateaksser
need for cover leuer and resume
workshops, Regan stated that it is
very easy to write bad resumes
that do not stress skills. Regan
agreed with the report's
recommendation that the cover
leiter and resume requirement
should beremoved from LW&R.
EighlOOlpercentofthesurvey
respondents indicated that
ettpOratelawwastheirpreferred
iegaldiscipline. Thirteenpen:ent
preferredcrimina11aw.lOpen:ent
intemationa11aw, and lO pen:ent
intellecruaiproperty.
Regarding work environment,
40 percent of respondents
preferred Iargefums, 24 percent
small firms, 13 percen!
government,and lOpercentpublic
inleteSl Again. these results are
of 144 responses. These
preferences figures do not refloct
the Class of 1995 SLimmary of
ErnploymentDataresults. SixtyfOLit percent entered private
practice, 14 percent government,
9percentjudicialclerkshipsand3
percentpLiblicinteresl
Another suggestion was the
creation of a "flex week~ or "flyback week" so that SlUdenLS
participating in call-backs would
not miss class. Regan does not
favor that idea She believes that

firstsemesterofthesecondyearis
themoststressfLllandthatstu<!cnts
cOLIld use the time; however,
puuinganevengreateremphasis
on OCI is offensive to many. OCI
is not for everyone and it wOLild
send the wrong message to those
stLl<!cnts who were WlabJe to get
call-backs. A NALP Bulletin
reponing 1994 national statistics
showed that the source of 29.3
percentofjobswasfoundbyletter
orother self-initiated contact with
an employer. Second was
interviewsduringFalIOClat17.4
percent.
The reJX)rt noted that many
employ~perceivedthatHastings

studentshadpoorjobsearchskills.
A Career Services SLirvey
coodLictedforFalIl995indicated
otherwise. The Career Services
Surveyhada22percentresponse
rate from OCI participants.
Compared to previous years of
interViewing Hastingsstudents.39
percent
responded
that
interviewees seemed better
prepared. Seventy-two percent
said that this year's OCI process
was comparable to previoLis
experiences; compared to
interviewingatot1icrlawschools.
22 percent fOLioo Hastings was
more efficient while 75 percent
said it was the same aselsewhere.

HEAD
START
COURSE
Classes Starting Now for the July '96 Bar
Start Early and Seize the Powerful Advantage of Being Better Prepared
ESSAY· PERFORMANCE· MBE
• bt-Depth Subltantin Law Review
• J CIaIIa Per Week. Day or Evea10a
• Small 0.-.10 to 15 Students per Clau

• 'Hall-Day Graded Pr.<:tke Eums
• l.IDmed.iIote Detailed TutoNI Fmlbadr.
• Pr~ Attention &: Support
• laslaUattat P'ymentl &: CMiI C,rds A~pted

A Proven Program, Call Our References!
PI __ Cd (41J) 164-4122/.,04 F"U B_1".,•• !kIlHNI•• .,. Rn.I'WIlit>IU

EMERSON'S TUTORIAL

BAR REVIEW
(415) 864-4122
600 Steiner Street, San Francisco, CA 94117

ASH Corner

The Election Cometh
Cyril Yu
ASH CoRItEsPONDENT

1be March 20 nLillification of the ASH election results came
as a surprise to the Hastings commLinity. BLII the decision by the
Associated StLidents of Hastings to hold new eloctions was simply
reflective of an eloction that was IIOUbled from the stan.
A wed:: before candidate statements were due, members of
ASH began posturing for executive positions. Michelle Hootnik,
Adria Cheng, David Fisher and Scou Kuhn all contemplated
running for the position of ASH Presidenl Fout first-year
representativesdividedtheotherExocutiveBoardpositionsamong
themselves, and ran together to save time and keep costs low.
Kuhn approached this groupof representativesabout thepossibility
of running together. However,creating such an alliance raised
concems that other students might decide not to run.
This also led to concerns regarding the implications of a
possible uncontested victory for KLlhn. Tamara Costa also
e:o;pressed concern that the first years should nOl feel obliged to
follow KLlhn's lead. ThepossibiJityofan unopposed presidential
candidate did not materialize. however, as Kuhn, Costa, and
Edward Streets ultimately campaigned for the position.
Theelection itself, however, was flawedasaresultof procedural
errors and minimal stLident panicipation. The polls were only
open for two days and only for a limited period of time. Students
complained thatasaresult.they wereunabletovOle. Themajority
of students did nOl vOle; only 38 percent of the campus participated
in the election. As a resLllt, the Initiative to create aS5 fee for
HPILF could not evcn be considered; all initiatives relating to
increasing student fees required participation of 50 percent of the
eloctorate.
Additionally, the Internal Vice President "inadvcnently
instructed the voters to vOle for only one candidate," instead of
allowing the student body to rank the candidates in the order of
their preference, according toa memodlsUibuted to students.
AccordingtotheASHConstitution.whenthcrearethreecandidates
for an office. voters arc to preference their choices. However, no
such instructions were on the ballol
The races for External Vice President and TreasLller were
L1ocontested; however, the three contested exocLiuve races were
close. For Internal Vice President, first·ycar Travis Baird fell a
few VOles shy of second-year Rachel Meyers. Chantal SamJX)gna
defeated Felicia Valleria in the race for Socretary. Kuhn was
elocled President. The ten first-years listed on the ballot wcre
elected,as was Rich Morris, the only official candidate for third
year Representative. The ASUCH initiative also passed.
The election resLilts were disclosed to the participants the day
before Spring Break. But L1pon returning from Spring Break. ASH
approved a run-off election to remedy the error in the voting
procedure.
Baird then raised a second issue regarding the Second Year
Representative race. In the past, candidates for ExecLitive office
had been permitted to declare their candidacy for ASH
Representative. While most of the candidates for the ExecLitive
had taken the precaution of markin g both bo:o;eson their candidacy
statements, the Internal Vice President knowingly omitted those
names from the balloL Rather than debate whether or not there
should beanother race for those positions, ASH, at the sLlggcstion
of Irena Tenster, agreed to re-do the entire election.
The new election has given candidates an opportunity to
decide what office they want and has given ballot items a second
cnance. Because this is a completely new election, additional
candidate statements and ballol propositions will be pennitled;
thLiS far, new candidate statements and propositions have been
SLlbmil\ed.
There has also been an effort to increase student panicipation
in the election; ASH has passedaresolLition giving all candidates
an 0pJX)nunity for twO SIC drops instead of one. In addition 10
extending polling hours. The polls for the new clccuons, to be
held on April 10 and II, will be open from 8: 15 to 5:00.
The 1I1JS1,ngs Law News does IlOl ~NJ(x5i! any c<mJldau$ or
p'DpQ,rilioru;" 1M lI{JcomingASIi I!leclwru
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ColCIiItuedJromfagt1

dedicated to student concems."
"Ontheotherhand,ilisareally
hard job,~ she continued. "You
aredcaling with stooents at some
of the most difficult moments in
their Iife.~
Gray agrees with ScalJen's
evaluation. "I'm in charge of
student discipline for violations
of the student conduct code," he
said. "I think that's far and away
the most difficult and unpleasant
thingldo. I uied lObe fair and 10
do the right thing and be
compassionate where I've felt
compassion was warranted. It's
just hard to sit in judgement of
people and it's hard 10 punish
people. I think il is a necessary
thing, but it's nota very pleasant
thing.~

"What I have tried to do more
thananythingelseistobeahuman
being in an adminisuator's job
and I've uied to be honest, candid
and to help peop1e to the extent I
can," Gray said. "I think it's casy
tohaveajob likethisoneandjust
fall back on the rules andjust say
'no, I'm sonytheruJessay lean't
do that' and I've uied 10 be flexible
10 do what I think is fair and
appropriate
under
the
circumstances.SolguessI'vejust
uicdlObringasenseofhumanity
to a job that could be a lot more
bureaucratic. i think I've done a
good job at that but other people
can judge that beller than me."
ScalJenagrees with Gray that
themostimponantpartofhernew
jobisgoinglobehelpingstudents.
"I look forward 10 real ly being
ablelOdo something for someone
who needs help and even in those
situations where I can't do
something for them, I'veleamed,
justbeingaprofessor,thatthereis
real value in just listening lOa
student who needs someoTIC 10
lislen 10 them on a problem lIa
frustration or some olher
difficulty," she explained.
"I think the most satisfying
thing Ididwas,1 went 10 the mal
and fought very hard for a student
whowashearingimpairedoohave
the
school
provide
an
accommodation for her deafness
thatwouldenablehertoparticipate
melUlingfully in class and IOtreal
her fairly," Gray agreed. "It was
quite a fight but I think we ended
up doing the right thing and that
was far and away the most
gratifying."
Gray said there were other
memorable moments, including
hearinganynumberofthebiz.arre
things that have happened. "Some
of them wereu:agic, but certain
things do come 10 mind. Like,
when you hear that one of your
Sludents was arresled on a suing

of 10 bank robberies, that is
cenainly a memorable event"
Scallen has set two goals for
her term ofofficc. "I think number
one is 10 have people say nice
thingsaboutmeafterIleave,"she
joked. "No, I think number one is
10 be a good communicator. 1
think, even if I have to make
decisions that students don't like,
if I can articulate thercasons that
1 am doing something I think thai
students will respect that, but I
have to be able 10 communicate
effectively my reasons for
decisions. The other problem is
that students have to be willing 10
listen because communication is
a two-way street So, My biggest
goal is to be as effective a
communicator as I can be,
undcrstandingthat l don'\control
how the students are listening."
"As a second goal, I really
would like 10 find ways 10 have
more student-foculty interaction
because I think that it would be
good for the students 10 see more
of the faculty oulSideofclassand
it would be good for the foculty,"
shecontinucd."Thechallengewili
be 10 find new ways to do that
because what seems to be
happening is when you havc
student receptions or student
funclions,thesamefacuitysbow
upover and over and that's great,
they're wonder! ul people, but you
wantlOhavewiderparticipation."
Scallen explained that a few
years ago, she was a member of
the
Hastings
Volunteer
Assoc iation and they held a
successful
faculty-student
fundraiser for GAAP, involving
dinner and the theatre.
"So, I'd like to see if. maybe
workingwithASHorotherstudent
groups, we can do more of that
because I think you have to break
out of the wine and cheese
reception or ice cream social
mode," she continued. "I want 10
continuethose,bmiwantooseeif
wecandootherthingsaswell.I'lI
just set two goals so thai way I
don't get 100 ambitious."
Gray has one piece of advice
forScallen as she prepares 10 step
into his shoes. "She will be a
compassionate, givmg person;
there's no question about that," he
began. "I think that, for her own
benefit, she needs to maintain a
healthy distance, and to uy no to
taketheproblemsandthepersonal
crises she must deal with home
with her. I think,for the most part,
I was able todo that and be happy
in this job."
"I have found it immensely
gratifying 10 do this," he said. "I
haveenjoyeditverymuch,ltrea1ly

relaycdoomethehumanityofthis
placcmallilSasptcts,good/bad,
beautifuVugly, you name it. It'sa
real personal job and 1 met so
many interesting people and I think
forthemostpart,ldidgoodthings
forthem when they C8melO me. It
has given me an insight inlO this
place tha\ I never would have had
otherwise."
Scalkn agrees that it is the
humani ty of Hastings that draws
her into the position. "I think the
world of Hastings and I adore my
colleagues, but the srudents are
rea ll y special, they're very
politically aware on all spectrums
of the political field and they are
inlellectualiy alive and they are
some of the hardest working
people l haveevecmet,"shesaid.
"I have loved my time here at
Hastings. I love the students, I
love the faculty, believe it or not,
IevenlovethepJacewhereitisat,
because it is near where all the
action is, in terms ofthecouns, as
well as, of course, the opera and
the ballet."
"I can't describe myse lf,
Minnesotans can't do that, so I
will let Ellen Massey, Calvin
Massey'sdaughter,spcak:forme.
She was in the second gradc and I
attended her Grandparents and
Friends Dayasa friend; she IOld
meshewouldgivemeagoodA+.
She said, 'You are funny loving
and ki nd.' I'll accept her
description."
Scallen graduated from the
University of Minnesota law
School in 1986 (where she had
Professor Park for Ev idence).
Mtergraduation,sheclerkedfor
Judge Tashima of the N inth
Circuit, who was then a Federal
District Court Judge in Los
Angeles. She then worked for
Lathan & Watkins in downlOwn
LA for two years before joining
the faculty of Hastings in 1989.
When Gray relinquishes the
bigofficeandretumstohisequally
big office u~tairs, he will return
to his regularprofes.sor's position
and is planning to stan research
for a book on the hislOryofHeICh
HeIChy, the water project that
supplies water to San Francisco
and much of the Bay area "II
comes form a dam in Yosemite
and it was the last banle of John
Muir's life,"GrayexpJained."He
lost the fight ID preserve HeICh
HeIChy Valley and died shortly
after that. I think it's a very
interesting story and nobody has
ever done a full length hislOryof
it. I 'm looking forward to a
summer with ve ry few
responsibilities."

slightly, moving up 1074. Kane
atuibutedthis low ranking in part
to a decrease in state Cunding, as
well as 10 the Connula used by the
magazine, in which "large public
schoolssuchasours, with no large
endowments, always will be at a
disadvantage."
Nevertheless, Kane wrote that
"I am confident that we would
receive an A+" if the magazine's
detenRinationswerebasedonhow
the school used its resources. She
a lso added that she expects
continued
growth
and
improvement in this category, as
a result of alumni responding 10
requests foc rmancial support.
In the category of reputation
amo ng academics, Hastings
ranked24thin the nation. Lawyers
and judges ranked the school at
18. Although these numbers are
encouraging, there is a growing
concern that the Hastings' overall
U.S. News ranking of 45 will
eventually effect ilS reputation
among academics, lawyers, and
judges. There is also concern that
Hastings' overall ranking win
create a decJjne in the qUality of
applicants, further damaging the
Hastings reputation.
Despite these concerns, Kane
has indicated that she believes

Hastings is "on the right track,"
and thateffonslO quick.lyimprove
job plocement and bar passage
rateswillresultinhigherrankings
inthefuture.Untilthen,shenoted,
"we can take great comfort in the
foclthat ourfellowprofessiona!s
continue IOrecognize us asoneo(
lhelOpschools."
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Debating the
Terrible 200s

Hasrings CoUege Republicans and ASH hosted
the Tort Reform Debate. The debate focused on
the "Terrible 2oos," the bal/ot propositions
aimed at reforming the legal practice. All three
propositions were defeated in the recent
elections, although Proposition 202, the
limitation on contingency fee lawsuits, was
narrowly defeated by a 2-point margin. The
debate was moderated by Professor Marsha
Cohen.
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Whatever you choose, wherever you go, whenever you need us,
LEXIS®-NEXIS® has the ADVANTAGES you need to succeed.
h's taken a lot of studying to get you to your third year.
Now comes the tough part. And LEXIS-NEXIS is
still here to help, with our new LEXIS· -NEXIS·
ADVANTAGES for 3Ls .. As you finish law school,
study for the Bar, and begin practicing, this package of
professional-level products gives you the information
and technology used by attorneys throughout the world
- all at an incredibly affordable price.

-

FOR JUST $25.00 YOU GET-

• LEXIS-NEXIS Student Office-Software that
combines LEXIS-NEXIS online research capabilities
and award-winning Folio VJEwse software. A powerful
connection that allows you to import data from virtually
any source and store it in your own "infobasc."

• THE CAREER STARTIR PROGRAM Four months'"
of LEXIS-NEXlS access privileges to your choice of a state
library PLUS the LEXlS" CAREER library.
• The LEXIS.NEXIS Office Internet Companion-Oprion
to purchase the latest award-winning Nctscape Navigator'"
2.0 at a phenomenal price starting this summer.
• COUNSEL CONNECT"-Four months'" of access
privileges to the largest online network for lawyers,
including e-mail, attorney news, and online seminars .
It's your time. It's your money. II's your future. For
more information on LEXIS·NEXIS Advantages for 3Ls
or to place your order, call 1-800-528-1891.
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OPINION
Citizen Kane: Hastings' Hollywood SellOut Emblematic of Greater Problems
Andrew D. Herman
OPlNlONssEDrroR

AsI mingled at the prospective
student reception afew weeks ago,
I began 10 feel as if I were a
deckhand on the Titanic who'd
been instructed to rearrange deck
chairs, as the ship sunk inlOthe icy
Atlantic. I tried to be upbeat, call
me crazy, but I actually like this
school and want it to prosper. But
how could I lie to the fresh·faced
class of 1999 and say everything
was rosy?
Our ranking is now apparently
entrenchcd at number 45. or
course, the US. Ntwsreport is
flawed, but we mUSI face the facts.
It is a vital tool in a prosp<X:tive
student'sanalysis of potential law
schools. This plummct (I belicve
Hastings was 17theyearlapplied
here) is symptomatic of much
greater problems. Ones which I
am now coming to believe can
only be solved by drastic changes
which must Ix: implemented
immediately.
Let's look at: the rankings for
just a second. The administration
argues that we are still highly
ranked with judges, lawyers, and
academics. But why do you think
that is? It's not as if MoFo is
commissioning independent
studies which treat us more
equitably. They think we're a LOp
25 school because they've read
the rankings forthe past five years,
wilen we were placed highly. In a
couple of years judges will forget,
if they haven't already, why they
thought we were 20 and start
ranking us arOWld 45. I guarantee
it.
But as far as the rankings go,
perhaps we should just learn to
Jive with being 45. If we need to
sacrifice 20 spots to maintain a
diverse and vital student body,
then so be it. Instead, we should
focus on improving our bar
passage rate and career services.
That's what is really important,
improve that and the rest will take
care of itself, (By the way, keep
your eyes open for the most
intelligent,
comprehensive
evaluation of career services
students ever undertaken, which !
hope the administration does not
ignore.)
Of course improvement takes
money, and our financial woes
aren't going away. The state has

decided to effectively cut usout of
the will. Consequently, we are
losing our ability to compete with
other state schools like Michigan,
Virginia, and now even Illinois
and Washington, where the
legislatures haven't sacrificed the
budgets to lock up three·strike
pizza thieves. So that ain't getting
any better. As for alumni money,
I've heard rumors we're getting a
bumper crop this year, but who
knows. Inanycase lcan'timagine
Lhat will reallycovertheshortfall.
The most amazing thing is the
administration'scomp1etcstateof
denial. The SIC-dropped letter
Dean Kane wrote was simply
reprehensible. AI some point she
has 10 take responsibility for the
problems here. The rankings drop
may nOt be her fault, and it
certainly isn 'toillherfault, but that
doesn't matter. Economic turns
are almost never caused by one
administration. but all presidential
elections swing on the health of
the economy. AI no point in her
leller did she simply say, "I'm
sorry, we'll work harder to
improvc." Instead, she lIied to
poke holes in the flawed figures
and equivocated.
Dean Eileen's letter to the
student volunteers for the
prospective student program was
a step in the right direction. It was
sincere and for\Jtright and deall
with real problems and issues.
Unfortunately it was only
distributed LOa handful of students
That recruiting seminar was
the perfect example of what is
wrong at this school. Prospective
students were dragged into the
LBM, where they were subjected
to Dean Kane's standard 45·
minute drone. It was painful to
watch hundreds of prospective
students and their parents squirm
in their seats on a beautiful
Saturday. Has anybody ever
thought of commissioning a 15
minute, professional video
promotingtheschool, with sound·
bitt5, shots of profs lecturing, and
clips of students working in
clinics? It would be much more
effective than this school's
standard recruiting technique:
lecture at people until they doze
off. When recruiting prospective
students, the present students
should be placed at the forefront.
Nobody thinking about coming
here
cares
aboul
the

administration's feelings, they
want to know what the students
think and what the professors are
like. Discouragingly, almOst no
non·administrative professors
attended the event, while dozens
of students found time lOauend at
the request of the adminiSlIation.
This brings me 10 the whole
movie fiasco. What was- the
administration thinking? I've
heard we got upwards of$3O,ooo.
Big deal. That's tuition for two
out of state students for a year and
a drop in the bucket of our annual
budget. The whole thing was a
giant headache for everyone. The
tower was a mess of bodies, lights,
and props. I've been told that
Sludent rooms were accessed in
order to adjust blinds. The shady
set security personnel (who were
10 times worse than the usual
Tenderloin denizens) harassed
female students. Hundreds of
clOR·;n parking spaces, needed
especially at night, were blocked
off. While the inconvenience to
the student body at large was bad
enough, the disruption 10 LOwer
residents was inexcusable,
especially so close to rmals. The
administration should be ashamed
of itself.
Even
without
inconvenience, the whole incident
indicative
of
the
administration's
general
philosophy. Suddenly, a week
before filming, memos pop up
which say "Hollywood is
Coming." As if this were some
inevitable,sponw.noousevenL TIle
administration clearly made a
decision to allow this. Did they
ever consult the students? They
met with theentire ASH council a
few months ago and never
mentioned it.
Do they remember who this
school is for? The administration
is here to serve us. Not to
aggrandize themselves, or 10 fill
the school's coffers. Nobody ever
asked us ifwe wanted this; how to
make the whole process less
inconvenient; or what we would
like in return. With very little
effort, I am sure we could have
gotten themovie studio to sponsor
a heer on the beach LO thank the
students, or had a crew member
comee1q)laintouswhattheywere
doing. or use students as extras.
Afterallthey intrudedonthe entire
school for over a week. Instead,

'h,

master negotiators for the school
(I saw David Seward hanging out
on the set an awful lot) sold-oot
the tower for a mess of gold and
little else.
Overall, the administration
couldn't be fwther estranged from
the student body if they operated
out of Fresno. Anomey General
Janet Reno often eats lunch in the
001 cafeteria, inviting employees
to express their concerns. When I
went to Michigan, a school of
30,000 people, the University
President would have a reception
ill his houst for anyone who
wished to come. Yet in the three
years and thousands of hours I
have spent on this campus, I have
seen Dean Kane walking around
no more than 10times. I'vetalked
10 many professors here and
developed some form of
relationship with almost every
administrator. I have never been
able to say a word to Dean Kane.
I once tried to make an
appoinunent with her, it would
have been easier to see the Pope.
I've talked to people who have
walked in to see her, but wouldn't
it be better if she came out and
mingled with the students, aside
from the occasional, artificial
forum?Dean Kane's lukewarm or
non-ex iSlent support for many
student events have doomed them
to failure,
Dean Kane is a brilliant
professor, and for all I know she
may be a wonderful person, but
she has been here for over two
years and her tenure has only
brought
decline.
Her
administrationgo~ off on the wrong
foot when the faculty, over the
vehement protests of the student
body,ramroddedherappointment
through the selection process;
forsaking at least one apparently
qualified candidate, a female,
African·American professor from
Georgetown University. Who
knows how much cronyism went
on and what the actual thought
process was? But from the
beginning, student concerns have
been ignored.
Regardless, it is now time to
rectify past mistakes. We must
become a more accessible, userfriendly
institution.
The
administration mustleam that its
primary responsibility is 10 the
student body at large. The Dean is
the lIustee and we (both as

individual students and as
representatives of the school as a
whole) are the beneficiaries. If
she will not act in our best interests,
we should get someone who will.
Until things change, student
discontent will remain rampant
and Hastings will continue its
inexorable decline,
Admittedly, changes are in the
works, The 198 building w ill
undergo extensive renovation this
summer(includingalongoverdue
renovation of the simply nasty
Sutro Room), and an outdoor patio
will be added to the law cafe.
Changes in career services(again)
and
other
educational
improvements are also planned.
For the classes of '96 and '91,
most of this will be too little too
late, only this year's first years
may reap any tangible benefits. I
truly hope these changes
ameliorate the situation. We shall
~,.

I won't be making a ton of
money next year, and don't know
if I ever will. But I do feel some:
sense of obligation to Hastings, it
has provided me with many
opportunities.! want to support it,
and make it a beller place notoniy
for future studentS but for obvious
reasons of self-interest. However,
unless this administration makes
drasticchanges in both philosophy
and actions, I cannot stomach
finanCially supporting the
institution. FranJc:ly, lam presently
tOO angry. ! have tried to give the
administration the benefit of the
doubt and have made some
personal attemptsat improving this
aonosphere while I have been here,
But my patience has elapsed and
my sense of optimism has
dissipated. Some of you may fmd
my complaints about the recen t
filming trivial or overly stuffy,
but I truly believe that the cavalier
manner in which it was handled
represents
much greater,
intractable problems.
If I'm a deckhand on the
Titanic, Dean Kane is the captain.
I'm leaving now and all of you
will be gone soon, as well, But
unless we start bailing waternow,
this school is doomed to sink
further and become an even less
pleasant place. Dean Kane will
leave oneday too, and her brilliant
civil procedure career will
continue elsewhere. Thequestion
is, what kind of school will she:
leave in her wake?
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Letter to the Editor Taking Affirmative Actions
DearEditor;

After over 300 hours of research,
the ASH Comminee on Career
Services has completed its ~1996
Analysis and Recommendations
on Hastings Student Placement
Practice," a comprehensive
examination of the CWTeJlt job
placement crisis at Hastings and
nwnerous recommendations to
overcome Ibis crisis. This
proposal,which calls for a total
res1JUCturing of career planning
and placement suppon, was
received with enthusiasm by the
Faculty/Srudent Comminee is
now before Dean Kane.
We urge all students. faculty,
administration members, and
alumni to S\J.PlXlrt this proposal.
Pointing fmgers and laying
blame for our current placement
ensi is simply not con5!JUcUve.
We all (srodents, faculty, and
administration) are in this
together now; our best remedy is
to work together now; our best
remedy is to work together to
fight our way back to acceptable
placement results.
The student placement situation
at Hastings is in a state of crisis.
AlmOSt 40% of Hastings
graduates for the past three years
have not accomplished their
primary objective in anending
law school: timely establishment
of a full-time legal career. A
recent ASH survey showed thal,
on average, over 70% of
Hasitngs students are not

receiving significant career
planning and job search support
on campus. We believe that
minor fine-nmingofthe current
Office of Career Services is
insufficient to tlJITl this situation
=W>d.

TIle ASH Committee on Career
Services has placed a copy of its
R(X:ammendations in the ASH
office in the 198 building. These
recommendations eome as a
result of conversations with
srodents, a survey condUCted with
the general Hastings population,
and a study of placement
practices at law schools across
the country. recommendations
include additional staff, spedfi<:
goals to improve fITst year OCS
orientation, and steps to improve
the relationship of the OCS with
the student body as a whole. We
urge all who are interested in
finding so/ulw/U to the problems
at OCS to <:ome read the Recommendations. and to dis<:uss their
feelings with members of the
Committee, the fa<:ulty and the
administration at Hastins. "The
comments of the student at
Hastings helped to form the
Committee's recommendations,
and we need your help to get
them implemented immediately.
Respe<;tfully subrnined by the
ASH Committee on Career
Services:
Rob Booker, Sabrena Singleton,
FelidaVallera
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Molly Peterson
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jerk <:onservatism 11. la Pat Civil Rights Initiative. and the
Buchanan. And they are just·as scapegoating of women.
Last Thursday, LEFT-OUT,
scary.
immigrants and people of <:olor
an
unregistered student
Right now we are fortunate for the nation's problems,~
organization, held its "Second
to be free of the rampant intones the group. How about
Annual Art Performan<:e
sloganeering that formerly some context? Do we, for
Celebrating Diversity in the
dominated the sodopolitkal example, examine that number
Hastings Community" protest in
landscape We're beyond it. in light of total number of
the second noor hall of the 200
Mass movements are out, minority applicants? Or against
McAllister Buildwg. LEFTgrassroots is in. That's be<:ause the per<:entage in minority
OUT interspersed and <:overed
enrollment at all
up some, but . .o;::-------~
law
s<:hools
notall,ofthe
(especially the
pictures of
higher-ranked
the 65 Club,
ones)? And what is
comprised of
the real source of
white males,
the scapegoating?
with pictures
.. H astin gs
of "women,
pedagogy does not
people of
foster true critical
color, and
thinking." But
queer and
neither does su<:h
disability
aprotesl.Thisisn't
a<:tivislS.
I i be ra lis m.
SpeaKers at
Condemning
the protest,
"rich,
white,
w h i I e
C h r i S t ian,
emphasizing
heterosexllal, male
that
the !~::::::;:~~:e~~os~~r:;;,::::::~~:~M 200 building rosee rite
LEFT·
privilege,
protest was
OUT's usual litany
not intended as a sign of
unified chants and marches gOi of evils" is another form of
disrespect to the a<:hievemcnts
the issues out there, but only the tyranny,and as such it is just as
of the men on the wall. also
free exchange of information wrong. Placing pictures over
chara<:terized thc waH as
and ideas through meaningful other pictures is a symbol of
representing the history of evil
dis<:ussion can realistically '·Not that. but this:· Judging
and systemic white male
altack the problems. No these men for being what they
domination over the centuries.
solutions are simple: no arecolored isexactly what we're
Before you read any further,
stereotypes are valid, no villains trying to gel away from. what
know that I do haveaconfiictof
are purcly evil. (Sorry.) Truth we do n01 want done to the rest
interest of sorts; my white male
just isn't that easy.
of us. What needs to end, across
grandfather is depicted on the
This is true of history, too. the board.
wall. In Serrano Y. PritSl, he
Traditional notions of western
Another disttltbing part of
wrote the opinion upholding the
civilization celebrated the the protest is the silen<:e of the
equal protection clause of the
Enlightenmentand the invention fa<:uity. As educators theyareat
California Constitution by
of movable type while their most effective in fostering
finding a tax-revenue based
downplaying
the dis<:ussion through open minded
school system promoting
marginalization of Africa and forums.
Many
seem
inequality andclassism illegal.
Latin
America
through
In CaStro Y. Sialt, he found the <:olonialism. And in response, uncom fortable with voking any
support of orchaJ1enge toLEFT·
ability to vote in California
we gOi "revisionist" history,
predicated on speaking the equally ina<:curate. With OUT's agenda. Either one would
be a step in the right direction.
English
language
synthesis, the pklUre is more
unconstitutional as well. complete, more human, more Student apathy is perhaps more
Considering his record, and like us as individuals. predictable but jllst as wrong.
Speaking on the night of
considering the discrimination Respecting the a<:hievements of
Martin
Luther
King's
he experienced as an Irish
a society while understanding
Catholic, I find it pretty amazing its failures is not only possible assassination, Robert Kennedy
that he wasn't offended. (I was but also desirable for accuracy said:
we
need
in
the
United
"What
at first, reflexively, on his
and justice (if, in fact, that is States is not division; what we
behalf.) But that's not why this LEFT-OUT's goal).
need in the United States is not
is important.
Su<:h synthesis is a good
Taking a position without thing. We should celebrate it, haLTed; what we need in the
reaching that<:ondusion through not shrink from it by clinging to United States is not violeoce or
any meaningful dialogue or a permanent us-against-them lawlessn ess, but love and
wisdom and compassion toward
gathering of information is a
antithesis position.
one another and a feeling of
disturbing a<:t. As one jaded exInstead, J got a LEFT-OUT justke towards thos e who still
Berkeleyite said to me, "If you
position paper in my SIC folder.
went to a U.C. you'd be used to "Minority enrollment has fallen s uffer within our <:ountry,
whether th ey be white or they be
this by now." I would rather not
dramat ically in the last two bla<:k . ..
be. "Progressive" positions
years, against a backdrop of
Let 'S start di s<:ussing the
taken for the sake of being on
attacks on affirmative action by problems and stop sloganecring
the left are as idiotk as kneethe U.C. Regents, theCalifornia around th em.
ft
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Now is the Winter of Our Discontent
Crane S, Landis
GUEST EnrroRIAUST

OnMarellSth,adaybeforcSpring
Break, Dean Kane presented the
students of U.C. Hastings with her
now infamous letter reporting the
unfortunate results of U.s. News and
Wor/dRepar/·srankingofoursclxlol.
10 days later, the much talked of
edition came to the newsstands,
confirming our greatest fear: for two
yearsrunningnow,U.C.Hastingsis
considered a second tier school with
a ranking of 45th in the nation. A fall
from grace from a rank of 20th (a
dropfromevenhigherpriorrankings)
. and the lowest ranking in perhaps
one or more decades.
A number of interesting
observations can be made from a
revIew
of
Dean
Kane's
correspondence. I suppose those of
us who are critical of her
inappropriateresponsewillbeviewed
"less than favorably" by the
administration. Such animosity
brings with it theclassicclichtofa
disenchantedstudembodyandadeaf,
disconnected administration. Yct as
I write this, it is difficult for me to
view the siruation in any other teIlTlS
As my three years here come to a
close, I fmd myself tired of insecurity
and interpersonal battles fought
againstanunseenenemybestknown
to me as the Hastings Mystic. I am
weary of an administration telling
me, whether indirectly or directly,
that they bear no responsibility for
my time lIercor any of the struggles
I haveencountered,augmenting the
already intense environment of law
school. The mentor has lost sight of
whatitmeans to nurture and teach a
promising apprentice who came here
filled with the loveoflawthatsurely
the mentor must have once felt. I
would ask Dean Kane to carefully
considerwhatshebelievesliastings
has bestowed upon its students, and
ask her pupils if her assessment is
correct
InherlentrwllichJcftmanyofll5
cold, Dean Kane says nothing of her
responsibility for thedrop in ranking
during her oversight. I fmd this odd,
seeingthatitwiUbeherlegaey. When
shtdoesofferblame,itfallssquarely
upon the shoulders of many· most
notably the bottom quartile of the
srudent body. Dean Kane offers up
no inspiring call to arms. There is
sorely absent a discussion of reo
inventing the school to counteract
theeffeclllofitsperceivedfalJ.lIher
letterweretotellll5anythingbetween
itslin~, it would tell us that she is
pemapsacustodialdeanalbest·and
not a leader, impassioned with the
need to make her mark. Mosl
disconcerting. however, is the now
apparent"acceptance"ofour2·year·
old rank as a place to work from-as
opposed to a fluke, soon to bt
rectified.

This semester will IJe Dean
Kane's third anniversary as head
administrator. During her tenure,
Hastings' rank has continued to falL
While it would be inappropriate to
lay all of its decent in her lap, as her
fourth year approaches, ownership
of this unacceptable ranking should
be turned over to her. This would be
true of any CEO of any corporation.
A fourth year of disastrous results
would bring with itashareholda's
revolt of epic proportions. Nowhere
in Dean Kanc's lener does she take
any ownership of the results.
Nowhere docs she concede that
Hastingsfallfromgracehashappened
during her walCh. Never does she
say, "As Dean, I am willing to take
responsibility for our ranking and
pledge new support to our school
until that day when we can once
againconsiderourselv~atop.ranked

institution.'
Ratha, Dean Kane finds blame
elsewhere. She finds fault with U.S.
News and World Report's fonnula.
She fmds fault with the California
jobmanet. Mostsalil'Jlt, and most
insultingly, with those students
struggling with the streSSOD of law
school andthe Hastingsenvironment
. or,rather, the lower quanile of the
student body. In essence, the bottom
quartile apparently does not perform
wellonthcbarexamorincomparison
to the competitive law school
applicant pool out there. Strangely
enough. however. according to U.S
News & World Report's formula,
"student selectively" (essentially
considering median undergraduate
GPA, median LSAT scores, and
proportion of students accepted)
makesuponly25%ofHastingsscore.
How srudents fare once inside the
law school has no effect on the
ranking whatsoever. Moreover, bar
passage rate has no direct impact on
the formula· other than indirectly
through placement success (20% of
the score). Therefore, the bottom
quartilehasliUlelOdowithourrank.
Oddly enough. the two areas in
which Dun Kane lias greatest
ovrnight are the two areas which
significantly brought Hastings'rank
down. The flISt factor, weighted at
15%, was faculty resources and
e~pendilures per student. Here
Hastings wuranked 74th out of 174
schools. Even if Dean Kane could
effectively argue that "student
selectively" (u discussed above)
greatly impacted our fall, Hastings
was nonetheless ranked32nd out of
174 in that category. A far bellCr
placement than 74th. Citing lack of
state fmancial suppon would only
call in question her ability to solicit
funds as theleacler of this institution
. without even mentioning the
continued rise in tuition. The other
factor, weigllted at 20%, was
placement success, Here Hastings
was ranked l24th outof 174schools,

This result does not merit further
discussion
When acting as a lOur guide the
other day for incoming students, I
spoke with a young woman who had
been accepted by both Davis and
Hutings. She had tentativelydecided
upon Davis, but came to the
orientation toehctk Hastings ouL I
asked her on what basis did she make
her decision, She told me of
conversations she had with alumni
and others about Hastings, and had
learned of how students become
disillusioned here. That Hastings is a
cut·throatschoolwithabitttrs\Udent
body, who travel everyday to a cold
and impersonal campus they desire
IOl1ee as soon as they are able. It wu
not the description of Hastings that
shocked me, for I had heard all of
these complaints before, what
swpristd me wu that it came not
from a student but rather from an
applicant.
Davis actually should beustd as
agoodexample for Hastings.In 1994,
the student/Faculty ratio for Davis
was 20: I. For that same year,
Hastings' ratio was 19:1; debunking
any idea that Davis students benefit
fromthesmallerclasssize. Moreover.
Hutings is considered to be a more
competitive school 10 get into and
only slightly more diverse. As aresul~
onc would think Hastings would do
bet!er in ranking and in bar passage
rates. Yet this isnO! thecue. Davis is
nowranked41standhasabarpassage
rate of 94%. If the studcntbody at
eachschoolisessentiallyequal,with
Hastings actually being the more
competitive 10 get into and theo!der
of the two, should not Hutings
sUidents be doing at least as well?
And if nOL aU things being equal,
does the inequity not reflect the
administration rather tllan the
students? Acknowledgingly a great
school, it is well known that at Davis
the student is nurtured and taught
I wonder, is not that what this is
all about7 The bottom quartile is not
the problem bere. The problem is
how we disregard them and
inappropriately blame them for
Hastings'demise.A110fthestudents
here at Hastings are gifted, bright
people - bringing to the campus a
diversity in their successes, The
reasonwhyHastingsdoeswellinthe
opinion of lawyer! and judges is
because lawyers and judges interact
with the srudents and graduates-not
the academic program. Their opinion
i! drafted from personal elchange
and talent; assessments made from
those who fall everywhere from the
lOp I~ to the botlOm quartile.
Personally,J am of the be!ief that if
thesllff were doing their jobs well,
students would not be receiving
"C's."This is a graduate programthe selection process should be the
determining factor,nolgrades. If we
had received "C's" in our major

course work in undergraduate separate from our general education
requirements - we would be uked 10
reevaluate our aspirations. Graduate
students should never be considered
mediocre at best in their specialized
discipline.
Tllere is blindness here at
Hastings. An administration which
honestly believes it bares no
responsibility for the environment it
has fostered. There is an elception
here, however. Duringmytimehere,
only one administrator has sat me
down and asked meof my opinion of
Hastings, studentdisoontent and the
low morale many of my fellow
students carry with them. That
administrator is Dr. Patsy
Oppenheim, She possesses a passion
for this school and its program which
is seemingly unequaled by many
others in the administration. At a
time when student moral is al its
lowesl,itisunfortunattthatonlyshe
is spurred into conspicuous action.
Although facing the possibility
of obvious reprisals, I leave Dean
Kanewiththefollowingcharge:take
on the responsibility of this scOOoI,
itsrankanditsfalteringmorale-and
re·invent it Begin its revitalization
immediately and conspicuously .
Come down from the smugness of
one's ivory tower and talk with
students over lunch. You may learn
more of these studenu' beliefs,
pusions,desiresandgoals. Youmav
even be inspired by what they say.
This is not a time for plodding or
eventualchange.Ratherthisisatime
for action. A time for inspiration,
belief and passion. A time for reinvention and charismatic leadership.
It is your legacy - wear it well. Or be
wise enough to know when another
should be given the chance for a
more inspired leadership.
Fellow students, I leave you with
this charge: Continually challenge
Dean Kane 10 beuer the school, not at
the elpenst of fellow students but
rather for the benefit of fellow
students. Do not gIve the
administration or the board a
moment's resl until Hastings rerums
toits fonnerslalUS, not bydismissing
students. but by fostering them. As
equally important, utilize Career
Services until you have sucked it dry
of all that it can offer you. And last,
be good alumni - even when you do
not want to be. Itis ironic thatlhc:
administration is unable to make the
connection between lack of alumni
supponandtheaunospheretheyhave
fOSieredhere at Hastings. Yet once
we leave these hallowed halls and
flnd ourselves in positioJl5 of power
and influence, let us correct the
school's ills for futurt generations.
After-ail, the perception of us as
lawyers will always be built upon the
reputation of the school we were
educattdin-whetherthatusessment
be now or twenty years from now.

It would be remiss if I did rot
offer some suggestions to Dean IYne
tofacililatt immediatt and tangible
ways of fostering instant student
goodwill (00 not speak: to me of the
poor location of Hastings impacting
srudentapathy. It does not appear to
be an issue for USC or Loyola
Marymount LA): I) Place a large
square of carpeting, bordered by
couches,in the large wuted space of
the lobby of the 200 building.
Students might then be able to
informally congregate in I
comfortable setting in the main
entrance of their law school.
Presently, students lITe forced to sit
along the cold, black ledge which
borders the outside windows. There
is no reason why the entrance to the
school should not be an inviting,
welcoming lobby, where students
gather for relued, congenial
discussion. 2) Carpet the hallway of
the"wallofwhitemen"as well as the
office spaces adjoining It.
Redistribute the an throughout the
school such that all of the more
attractivepit.CCl donotcnd upon the
third floor of the 200 building while
the 198 building only receives the
bad Norman Rockwell print
collection. 3)Tour UCSF's library to
discover how a library designed
elpressly for studying is set·up
spaciousroomsarccarpetedandfiUed
with comfortable chairs, desks and
couches; the stacks, wllile adeutly
sevCTing their utilitarian purpose, are
secondary 10 making the library a
place designed fOT the elpress
purposeofstudying.4)Beforetearing
out the amazing San Franciscan
paneling and layout of the lOp two
floorsofthtTower,carefullyrestore
therntothcirpriorgrandeurandleave
therntothestudentsforcomfortable
study spaces, 5) Throw out all the
dilapidated furniture of the lounges
in the SUD"O room. student lounge
and the 200 building meuanine, and
replace them with more comfortable
pieces. 6) Add four or five circular
cement benches, perhaps even
centered with a small tree or bush.
dotting the patio area of the beach.
Funding for theserenovatiOJl5 may
be in short supply; although, this i!
hard to imagine seeing that all of the
elD"aneous 200 block land was sold,
amajormotionpicturewasJustfllmed
on campus and fees have sharply
risen. Nonetheless. 10 accommodate
for this shonroming, divide each
building up by its relative spaces and
sell each piece off to the highest
donator. Certainly nothing would
please our new mayor, being l
wealthy alum, than ''The Willie
BrownAuium"orthe"WillieBrown
Corridor.~Perhaps therecouideven
be I "Christopher Darden Moot Court
Room." These are Just some
suggestions. I hope they wiUbetaken
in good stead.
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The Golden Gate Bridge as Probative Evidence
Mark Fass
GUESTEDrroRLWST

In my mind, the week-end
begins al exaclly 1:30 p,m, on
Thwsday,lheenctmomonetthat
my lase class of the week gets out.
Dr, more precisely, at 1:30 p.m.
and six seconds, by the school's
clock,for it wesexaclly six
seconds after the big hand has
moved to 30 for the buzzer to
bun. I know, I've timed it. Often.
By 1:32and 14seconds,bymy
watch, I was on my bike and
headed home. The fuo.t day of
spring vacation Just happened to
coinicide with the fust day of
actual spring. It had been about
eight months since my pale «:no
hadsccn the sun and I was intent
on ending that streak as soon as
possible. My goal was two
o'clock. I pcdaIed quickly.
Lunch on the roof of my
apartmentwastheplan.lhadabout
lWohoursuntil lhadtostartgening
ready for my flight home and I
intended 10 use those lWO hours
weU. No, not 'well.' Perfectly.

By 1:58and40seconds Ihada
turkey sandwich on a plate, a Dr.
Pepper in a can, two brand new
magazines in my lap. my
headphones on (you guessed it)
my head. and my t-shin laying on
theroorsgravellysurface.Life,1
thought. is good.
From my roof yoo can see it
all. The Golden Gate Bridge. The
Bay Bridge. The tops of the IreeS
in Golden GatePark. Downtown.
The new museum. My favorite
club sandwich shop. This, I
though.t is why kings build their
caslles on mountaintops. If San
Francisco becomes a monarchy,
I'm going to have to move.
Traffic beeped and bacldired
below me. Signs of life were
everywhere-tiny lillie people
running for buses, going in and
out of stores. walking hurriedly
down Van Ness. Hundred of
thousands of people live in this
cilyandthalsunnyday,ilseemed
asiftheyallhadsomewheretogo.

TIlCre's plenty of work to be
done,ltilought. It never ceases 10
amaze me, Ihe enormity of
civilization. The Golden Gate
Bridge, for example. Have you
evcry rcall y stopped and looked at
thatthing?lt'shu.ge. That's a lot
of work. And there's not just one
bridgeovertheBay,!herearefive.
Undertakings of thai size are
evidence of vast scores of people.
Ittookmorethanjustthehardhats
whodidtheaclualbridge-building
-an entire history of inventors
and construction workcrs and
bureaucrats and commuters had
toe,;ist to make such a project
possible.
Those strong stccl cables, for
instancc.ifyouwereoutinnarure,
alone, how long would it take for
you to create one from scratch?
Five years? 50? A!housand? Each
one' of the tools or supplies
necessary for building bridges
blows me away-how many
generations did it take just to
dcvelop!hctnJcks!hatcame{]the

materials to the shorcs? From the
discovery of the whccl 10 Henry
Ford'sfll'Stassemblylines-thal's
a lot of work, uncountable
discoveries and inventions.
Everywhere I looked became
proofofmillions,pemapsbillions,
of people. The Transamerica
Building? Again, even its mosl
basic elements were proof of
endlcssgenerations.ltswindows.
for e,;ample. Aren't windows
made of sand? How long would I
have had to sit on !he shores of
Stinson Deach before I made !hat
connection on my own, I
wondered. Probably forever. If it
had been left to me, buildings
would probably becold,lightlcss
places, because I don't think I'd
ever have discovered glass by
myself. But luckily !his world has
seenbiilionsofo!hcrpcople,each
making their own lillie
contributions towards inventing
wrenches and red paint and glass
andcab1e.

The cars below? Bil1ions of
people. Evenpeopil! are proof of
more people. For each of the
individual personsneccssary to
build the bridges, the buses, the
buildings, there were obviously
IWO people before them. a man
and a woman. And for each of
those two people. two more.
And for every one of these
people, two other people mU5t
have had se,; at least once.
Probably more times than that.
With all thalscx going on, you'd
think il would happen tomejusta
little bit more often.
As four o ' clock neared, I
flnislledmysandwichand soda,
put my shirt back on, and went
downslairs 10 gel ready for my
flight

What Has Career Services Done for You, Lately?
Crane S. Landis
GUEST EorroRlAUST

Much has been said about
Hastings'falI in the rankings. No

one department within Hastings
has received more "heat" for this
unacceptabledescentthan Carccr
Services. Yet third years areab1e
to remember a Career Services
offICe far different than the one
now holding coun in !he 200
building. Truly, if given a
comparntivevaluefor"manifested
intent to lum around the trend of
Hastings demise," the Career
Services office would surely do
beUerthaneven theDean'soffice.
Carec:r Services has far to go and
is in dire nud for more support
from the administration to
adequately respond to the needs
of !be students. Yet, COnsidering
from which !hey come, they have
come from afar.
careerServiccshasshiftedits
openuing philosophy in response
toe,;tcrnaleconomicreaIities,and
isonamissiontomakesureevery
student is indoctrinated with their
new found religion. NALP
national statistics indicat.c !bat in
1994, OCI programs, listings in
carec:rscrvicesofficesnationwide
and ciassiflCd ads accounted for
Icss than a third of all jobs offered
to law graduates. Thus, students
whowailforemployersorlistings

to come to them will be sorely
disappointed. More proactive
approaches--suchasself-initiated
contaclSandreferrn.ls··accoonted
for nearly half of the positions
offered to law graduates. Career
Servicesclearlywasforcedtoshift
from its former emphasis of
matchingstudenlSwithemploye~

to teaching studCflIS job search
skiUs to enable them to become
more effective in their search. In
order to implement this change in
philosophy, the staff has made
major changes in bo!h!he way
they deliver services and the
physical arrangements of the
office to support !hesechanges.
Becausc Career Services has a
very small staff to serve some
1,200 students,!here is no way
that they can reachevcry student
basic job search skiUs entirely in
individual
appointments,
especiallyatsuchpeak:-periodsas
the falI pre·OCt Therefore, !hey
havemovedtoamodelofreaching
the basics in group settings
followed
by
individual
counseling. In 1994-95, only sUr.
workshops were offered. In the
fall semester of 1995-96, Career
Services offered 66 flfly-minute
workshops (often twice a day)
covering basic information like
resume
formats.
critical
interviewing skills, writing
effective job search leners,

networking without fear,
beginning a self·assessment, ctc.
Following each workshop there is
theassumptionthatSludcntshave
acquiredtheesscntialinformation,
and that they arc !ben benerable
to focus on their own resumes,
coverleuers,interviewingpractice
andthelike.Individuaicounseling
aPJXlintmentscan!busconcentrate
on each Siudent's needs.
Forstudentswhocannotauend
scheduled workshops, Career
Services offers "walk-in"
workshops every day from 4:()()"
5:00 PM. StudenlS who stop by
duringthistimecanmakerequeslS
for a quick rcswne review or an
intervicwstrategy session. During
the fall,the staff was able 10 see
every student who signed in by
5:00 PM, sometimes remaining
until after 7:00 PM. TIlCir goal
was to make sure every student
feitpreparedforOCI.
In addition 10 Ihe daily
workshops and walk-ins, the staff
offered a variety of special
programs concentrating on
particular opportunities and
variousspecializcdtopics,i.e.,
Judicial Clerkships, DOJ,NAPIL
fellowships,
considering
opportunities in New York, etc.,
in hopes ofellpanding students'
horizons.
In order toaccommodate their
new format, the office was

remodele{] last summer to make
for a more "user-friendly"
envIronment.
Materials
previously scattered around the
offlcewi!hnadiscemibleplanare
now grouped into map areas of
interest.sllCh as "Public Interest
& Government," "Judicial
Clerkships." and "Private
Practice."Materialsarealsocolorcoded to assisl in a student's
search. There is also a small
training area in ordertoconduci
worksilops in !he office. a critical
component of the
new
programming philosophy.
Throughout!heoffice,onecan
lind many infonnational handouts
on such basic topics as Effective
Job Search Letters, The Judicial
Clerkship Application Process,
OvercomingFearsofNetworking,
andDealingwi!hIUegaiIntcrview
Questions. Some students use
thesehandoutsinlieuofauending
workshops. As longas the studenlS
have access to the basic
information,
individual
appointments can !hen be tailore{]
to!hestudentinsteadofendJessly
rcpeating!hesamebasicmaterial.
With HPILF's assistance ,
Career Services has greatly
expandedthedisplayareadevoted
to Public Interest, and will be
offering concentrated workshops
and counseling appointmcnts to
assiststudentsinpreparingforthe

Public Inlerest/Public Service
Legal Career Day. In the
substantially revised Guide 10
CareerServices,thePubliclntere5\
Clearing House completely rewrote Ihe section devoted to
Careers in Public Interesl. The
concept here is to assist stl!denlS
conSidering public interest or
publie service with the same
emphasis as those considering
privateprac:tice.
As part of Dean Kane's
Hastings2OClOCampaign, she has
funded a pan-time professional
position and instiluted a formal
Alumni Program. Currenlly the
staff has been matching second
and third year students with
Hastings' Alumni. A Mentor is
offered to any student who goes
through an hour-long Strategic
Re view session.
The goal of the revitalized
office is to encourage srudents 10
usc every possible resource in
order to secure their short-term
objectives and to move toward
identifying and achieving their
longtermobjectives.lftherewere
but one piece of advice I would
extol upon an incoming fuo.t year,
itwouldbetogetinthefaceofthe
staffofCareerServicesandutilize
what is available, until there is
na!hing unrume{]. Success will
surelyfoliow.
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STAFFWIlI1'ER
NeartheromermPolkmdCahf<:ni.l
Before In audimc:eof woximately 100 studenl.S, faculty mem!)en,
andstaff,tIlefacultyekedoutawinovertllestudenISinthel2lhArurual
SlUdent/FacultyTriviaBowl1k)'OUJlgf8t'llItytcamofRadhiklI Roo, Bill
Dodge, Academic DeanBrian Gray, and Dean·Ill·be Eileen Sc:alIen were
ledbyCaptain Evan Lee. RichChisolm, 31.., led thestudentteam of Brian
WalsI1, 3L.,loshHafIiEr,2L., Michael EbrlK:h,3L,andGraceHoppin, IL.
After the faculty won the coin toss, they jumped OUt III a lead. The
studenlS quickly regan:dthelead and held it for lOOStoflhegame. A late
surgebythefacultyamidcriesof"softball"lxuugh[lhefacultyback.OoWII
the stretch., thesludentsdropped thebaU, andthefacuJtyslammedthedoor
on any last.secmxI comeback as Evan Lee said "We rest on our laurels."

Final score: 260--2S0.

~tssitsamsuwanlwilhablld::allo'lling

th.t bouts "Modem Northern Italian
Cwsine,"AJfllui'mcoocemcd,Artmi.
CISl<.:allilS~whateveritWlUltslO,bIa

these'l rKlIhin&lOboasI aboot. I simply
CISlnolrecalltholasttimclMd-tlbland
ltalianfoodthatlooked!OgoodAJtheold

IUlggoes,Ihough,loobcanbedeceiving.
For.wetizm..lswtedwilhthemixed
sa1ad.beef~ccioandfriedtalamari..1

should have 5IJ:Wed ma: I got my salad,
be<.:au!l:\hItW15themly thingtNtWlSl'l't
disappointing. One g.l4na: at the beef

t-_________-=-____... Apparently,themastersofdisguiseand
~ccio,andl~geningsuspicioos,

dect:itinthei::itchentriedtomastthedull

looDngmeBlwithgreenw:getableleaves,
bul 10 no Ivail,forafterone ta.ste,thedull
pallorofthemeat1JmlSlatedinlO.gqmey
wtemthepabte,A~Ily,th05Csneaky

chefs in the i::itchen tried 10 pusolJ !IOIT1e
less·than·fre~bed',bulwhatkindmfools

W(lUld Ii)' 10 sem: 0JUer1 <.:arp&CQo and
think theycoold aauanygetawlY wi1l1 it?
I naively J>eVerthought tNt waspossible,
U$Uallywhenyoodecpfl}'anything,i'"
lRuydamngood. Irne3II,hasanymeever
had a really hooible F=ch fry1 Gnmted.

itmig/1tbellinletricLerw!tellmedcep

~~~'liiiI;iiiiii::~:::'.frit:d-roodHoweW:I'15lseafoodl()\'er,
Thet'NOemcees,Bill Huuonandthird-year Andrew Herman,searched
JXlliticalandlcgalhlstory,famol1'llitcratureandliterary figures, andtidbits
of Hastings lore III compile a challenging set of questions. First·year
HOWin wasthestudent team 's savior when i[c;arre to literaru~ andquotes
HopplnandHalfnel-.aoonO"aruTA,lxlIhfailed to identify the only
state that h*, oot adopted the Unifonn COIl1lOO'Cial Code (Aru;wer.
Louis.iana). Hoppin a student in Dodge'sCOfII1lI!:t's class, was Iheobjoct
of Dodge's good·narured ribbing wh('Jl sl'e faltered: "Grace, you sOOuld
knlwlhi1!wbezbronished.
WhenHunon asked whalpcrcentagt support was necessary totlaim
adepeMeru. ChisolmjXOudly announttd IhatHutton had been his tax
professor ardthcnoonfidently, bmiJx:orrectJy, rqlIied4O%, The faculty
displaytdllrirownigooranceofthetucodebyguessing 60%.
Thefacuhy had their embarrassing IOOmcnIs too, When Herman asked
which law $Chool Howard Cosen attended, Evan LeeamweredNYU but
Ul:ndlangtd to Yale. Otisolm rook astabwilb 1heFaculty's initial NYU
answcrandwtstotreCt.
Very few of the participanl.Sdid well On civia regarding Hastings. The
/lOt.given answer III what JXlSirion Fred Lambert played on the football

llIavenevercomplamed... UfItiinowNox
ooly was the fried calamari bland (bland
boiler?), bill itlded the crispmess tNt is
chanoCleristic of good fried calamari

wander aaoss YOUT way.
TAURUS(Apri121·May21)

W'hatyounetdinyourlifeisfocus.
Any.sortofdirectionwilldo,lL'lloogas
youhaveone.Pickahigherorultimate
goai 10 set your sighlS on, and alwsys
keep it in min;I.

tile l13IIV;of thedaugluerof theLaw Cafecasbier, Maria, Althougbneilher

GEMINI (May 22· June 21)
Lack of sleep has goncn you quile
down.GeuinglObedearlierwill1ead1O
amaring rtSuhs, You will be able 10
wake up earlier,he able 10 sUly awake
in eiasses, and actually speak in
ccmprthensib1esentences.Yourfricnds

A~Dean. Thebestimpersonationbe!oogedtoBillDodgeforhis"A

FewGoodMCII"perfonnarv::e.Also,DeanGraydemonstralcdhisexrensive
fem·barknow1edgebyrwningHcnryAbica'sas~oftheprominentSan

Frm::iscofembatsofanwliertirM..
For those who are interested in rep-e:senting the faculty or.mxlent
tearns,ontsurerequirementfornex[year'steamisabilitylllnametheeigru
rewspapcrSlBJKisan!heCOl1lf';l'ofHy<ieandMcAllister.Bothsidesfailed
misenbty On that question.

_----_..

.....

&IIllppetizer. Yoowooldthintthatthey
cotildltaveltlel.offemllmo:reta.teful
dip iIthey Wl'I'I'going IOseJVe sudt bland
ahmari. like a pesIO =am dip.
Thefoxxt did not getbena-with the

TheHydeStroctSeafood HouselUld

RawBarisani<:epIaceIOSklpatifyou're
in the NooHill area around happy bour.

mwhitelinguinepoppingupwderalighl

It's.smallneighborboodresWll'll1t
facing the Hyde Stroctubleearlineand
it's usually pKhd for dinner by !be
neighbcrlJood'spatrons.lusuallygofor
thehappyhour,notjustbeeauseit'sclose
10 my apanmcntand lean conveniettdy

bedofmlsauce,en\bdlisbedwith~,

.munblehaneafterwani,butbecausellte

doms,mussels,andseallopt.,wtlhalighl

p-icesareverylU3Onabl.eandthefoodis
decent From 5:00 10 about 6:30, the
restaurant ~CI pints of AnchorSt£am
for $2,00 and a dozen raw oyst= for
under S10. The seafood salad is

msetmthemaincn~,seafood~,

butboy,diditlooXpreny;1uscious1t!ln<.h

$prinklingol~gll:Ulpmlc:yalmg

the lip of the larie,whiteplate. One bite,
and it wulike SlWIlbling mIO anOUllM
thedesellwiLhhopecmdltappines$,mlylO
n:alize in a damning sec:ond tNl it was a

miJage.lthoog/1llhecalanwi.wasbland·
Ita! I c:ooJd haw: been aotingwbtatbrud
andnoxknownilOll wait, I think whaot
brud might have been I more ta.y opiOlL
Obvloosly, I W/ISrt't .obwt to tty the
dessellS and sink: any more money to
promulgate tlte reslllllant'sexistence.The
mly saving grace m the meal was the
mi:u:dsalad and my ltalUn ml wine,the
SangiOY_ di Romagna. Otherwise, the
whole meal was disappointing. SO, nUl
time you're in the neighbcmood of Poll;:
andc.LU<:miasum.wyoo'rehwtgJ}'
md yoo .... tNl blad: awning and those
chaJf'SandLableslining1l1eootsideofthe
resLlUWlt.jU5IX«pwaIking.Ooo'tbcther

exceptional,espeeiallyrc.tbe~and

forlheamountoffztshseafoodthatgoes

~lOreadtheonepoositiw:critic's

inthelightsalid.Thcbarareaisnotlqe
byanymeans,bu[ifyouge[m=carly
you tan umally ,it at the bar and enjoy
happy hour and an carly dinner wiLh a
friend, who may bc:oJme a "spco;;ial M
friend aiter devooring a dozen o)"let"S.
For thoseofyouwhowouJdlikelll have
dinner, I recommelld you nu.ke
reservations because tbe dining room is
aooul the site of my kitchen and
consequendy i[ fills up fast If you're
everthere, say MHiM to Henry,1l1eowner,
and IdI him Jenny sent you!
Hydc Street Scafood Hoose &Raw Bar
1509 Hyde Street (near the comer of

review hanging.1 the en\nfH:e, tx.c.U!I:
juSI one small piJI of the whole

HydcandWashington)
415.928.9148

it's

~ofdeceprionotherwiseblo"'ll

nArtmi..

Horoscope: April and Finals
ARIES (March 21· April 20)
Happy BirthdayArics. it's always
wondafullObeaspringbaby.Celebrate
)'OUT birthday with loIS of fun and
sunshine. This month marks [he
beginningofamostauspitioustimefor
you,andyoush.ouldtakeadvantageof
every opponunity th.at happens III

tcamw~dcfenJiveend.Bolhteamsthrewuptbeirhmwhcnaskedwhat

capWn coukJ identify Milly Kay Kant's ronfirma1ion naJTe (lmclda),
ChOOtm. referring 10 rteen1 evenl.S, smirkrd "45,"
DIE of the most memorable questions was the anagram for Dean
Eileen. Theanllwer"l netdancel."i$likely to follow the future Associate

UnfOrtwlatdy, even Ihe marinan dipping
was ItI1suooeuftii in livening up 1l1e

SIUOe

willthinkthatyouan:achangcdperson.

CANCER (June 22· July 23)
You WfJITyIOO much about YOUT
loved ones. Appre<:iation for your
cooccmisoftcndrownedou[byfcelings
of !aCllUntnt and annoyance at being
IOldwhatlOdo.PerhapsitwouldheJp
10 keep your opinions 10 yourself at

"""'.

LEO Ouly 23· Aug. 23)
A rccmt disapJXlinUntn[ has left
yoofedingraJhadespoOOenLThething
to keep in mind is that there arc plenty
of oWropponunities OU[~. Don'[
box yourself in by thinking thatthae
are 110 othcr oprions lcfi.
VIRGO (Aug. 24· Sept. 23)
M you plan your summer, pay
carefulanenrionwh~alJocatingtime

betwetnworkandv.:.uion.Whilcil.
mayhevttytemptinglOdiu::hworlr.:and
sper.d • few extra weds frolicking
aroundinthewannsun,w(l"kOOncmts
may he more important 81 this point in
tim<.
llBRA (Sept. 24· Oct 23)
KccpinganopenlTliMisavinue.
Forwhatcverruson,thisoonceptsccms
10 elude you. Dtspite the faa that you
areofienc:om:ctinyourassertinns,you
will gain more wisdom and
undersWidingby lisrening10 othen.
5roRPlO (Oct. 24· Nov. 22)
Spring~theseasonforrene\,'a1of

things that have bem,andbringswith
it the promise of things that are to be.

Fonowspring'sltad,andtakethistime
lllreaff"mnyouroldfriendships,asweU
as make a few new ones.

SAGmARIUS (Nov. 23· Dec. 21)
Spending will be a major conccrn
ofyoorsthis fTl(}nth. Make a budgeL
stcl: I!l iL andyoo will be a mIlCh
happier person when an is said and
.,~

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22· Jan. 20)
Be diligent in yoursrudies as finals
approadl. Devote minimal time and
resowt:eSlOothcrmaru:rswhichmay
trytodivenyouranentioo
AQUARIUS (Jan, 21 . Feb, 19)
Soon, you will heforcc;l III makel
vttydifficult choice concemingyour
long tcmtfutute.NOnwtcrwhichpath
youchoose,mlllydoorsofopportunity

willshutandseaIbehindyou.Inmalcing
YOUTdc:cision, let the one thing which
rnattt:rs

most in life to you he your

guide.

PISCES (Feb, 20 - March 20)
Bccaaseyouan:vttydiligcnt,your
pc:rsonalliIetencklOgivewaylOwork.
This will bc:corne readily appamIt IL'l
finals approach, Make lime [0
concenb'a1eon yoUTemotional wellbeing.lfyou'rehappicr,you'Udomueh
bettcronyourtests.
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MovieGems

Movie Review

Now that the Academy is Over,
Here are Some Movies to See

Flirting With Disaster:
Lotsa Flirting and
Plenty of Disaster.

John T, Kal'abian
STAR'WRITEII.

Wen, fina1s are rapidly
approaching and you're
lonna need some instant
sratification. Whatbetterway
to let some relief from that
3S pageRea1 Property ouLiine
than to head down to your
favorite video renta1 place
and pop a movie in the old
VCR. But wait!!! You don't
just want any sort of eye
candy. You want GOOD eye
candy!!! Forget Beastmaster
3 or any of those other
straight.to-video releases.
Instead, take some hints from
a rea1 movie junkie on a few
films you might have missed
in the theater but make for
very entertaining study
breaks in the pleasure of your
own home.
1) The Right Stuff: A
moving portrait of the
American space program
from its earliest times. This
film shows what the real
heroes were like and why they
risked a11 to push the outer
reaches of the envelope_ You
willbelievethatthereissuch
a thing as the Right Stuff and
that these men possessed it.
This is a long film, around
three hours, but you will
never notice it. The director
Philip Kaufmanhas filled the
screen with fascinating
scenes filled with humor.
drama and action a1l within
the framework of historic
moments in the American
history. Plus, the ensemble
cast is incredible, with many
future stars at the dawn of
their careers including Ed
Harris, Sam Shepard, SCOII
Glenn, Jeff Goldblum,
Dennis Quaid, Fred Ward,
and Barbara Hershey.
2) The Mighty Quinn:
Althoughthisfilmisarelative
unknown, it contains one of
Denzel Washington's best
performances. He plays
Xavier Quinn, an FBI trained
police chief for a tiny
Caribbean island republic
where everyone is either a
native and knows each other
oris one of the many wealthy
tourists upon which the island
depends for income. A rich,
white hotel owner is found
dead in his hot tub and the
pnme suspect IS QUinn's

childhood friend and local
drifter, Maubee (Robert
Townsend). Watching Quinn
weave his way through the
sinister goings on behind the
murder, we are treated to a
topnotch whodunnit. Yet the
film ultimatcly succeeds
because of its rich view of the
island, its inhabitants, and the
portrayal
of Quinn's
relationships with those
important to his life. Grea.
reggae too!!!
3) The Thing: OK. If you
need something to rea1ly get
you away from studying,
check out The Thing. This
movie about the inhabitants
of an Ant.arctic science station
and their nightmarish
extraterrestrial discovery will
bothgrossyouout AND scare
the beejesus out of you too. I
will not divulge very much
about the plot, but let me tell
you that all hell breaks loose
when we really find out what
the Thing is. Although the
film could have degenerated
into just another monster
movie, lohn Carpenter
invokes such a sense of
realism and legitimacy that
you cannot help but be rivcted
and on the cdge of your seat.
Top notch actors abound,
including Kurt Russell,
Richard Dysart, Wilford
Brimley, and David Moffat,
all of whom you will
recognize. Watch this one
late, with the lights off, and
someone else's foreann to
grab...
4)
True
Romance:
Nonnally, white trash only
makes for a good film if its
funny, like Raising Arizona.
However, a10ng comes the
Tarantino script for True
Romance.
The
main
characters,
Clarence
(Christian Slater), a comic
store worker, and Alabama
(Patricia Arquctte), a
prosutute,fa1ldesperatelyin
love on their first meeting.
When Clarence decides to
speak with her pimp, he ends
up with the mob after him
and a suitcase full of
"merchandise_" As Clarence
and Alabama attempt 10
parlay the suitcase intoanew
start from their humble
beginnings. both the cops and
the mob are hot on their traii.
Watch for loads of cameos

by many fine actors (can you
find Va1 Kilmer?) and for
great direction by Tony SCOII.
This one will leave you
breathless and very content.
Paypanicularattenuon to the
scene with Christopher
Walken and Dennis Hopper·
two masters at the top of their
game.
S) Tremors: I like this
movie. It is usually a hit and
miss for many people. A lot
of folks thought it was dumb,
but many were swept up kinda
by the silliness of it all and
the wonderful characters we
get to watch combat these
nasties from underground.
The result is often scary,often
funny; and very entenaining.
Two of my favorite actors,
Kevin Bacon and Fred Ward
star as Val and Earl, two not·
so-bright handymen for the
little desert town of
Perfection. When some very
unpleasant creatures show up
to have a snack, we watch as
the townspeople figure out
what's going on and how to
stop the creatures, and a few
well. .. you know. What is
most amazing about this film
is that it even managed to be
scary without the use of
darkness - Most of the
frightening scenes are based
in daylight. See this one if
you're feeling like you need
some fun.
6) No Way Out: If you
missed this one then go and
get it. Before the thriller
became an over-exploited
genre, there were some high
quality films based on
intrigue which were made.
One is No Way Out, a nailbiter with Kevin Costner and
Gene Hackman. When
Costner, a Navy man, is
assigned to the secretary of
defense's (Hackman) staff, he
is rushed into the world of
politics and maneuvering for
power. Whenhispcrsonallife
and public service collide in
murder, he is forced into a
corner such that every move
he makes must be calculated
and devious. The film
features real suspcnse, nor the
dark man in the alley variety,
but genuine fear for Costner's
character. See if you can
figure everything out,
because Idoubt YOU'll be able
to.

John T, Kal'abian
STAfI'WIUTEII.

Well, considering the last film by David O. Russell was
enutled Spanking Ihe Monkey and dealt with the family
oriented topic of an incestuous mother-son re!ationship, I was
hoping formore fine familyentenainment.1 was rewarded in
the highest.
Ben Stiller stars as Mel, a neurotic lewish entomologist
married to co-worker Nancy (Patricia Arquette), who has just
givcn binh to their son. But instead of being a content man
with a family and a good job, Mel is staring into that great
beyond saying; What the hell is going on here? Something is
missing from his life and he thinks it's his rea1 parents. But
this desire to find the missing biologica1 connection in his life
is causing more problems than he would care to admit. Mel
cannot maintain an adequate sex life (majorlopieof discussion
for all) and still can't decide on a name for the baby because
he's too preoccupied wi!.h the search for his parents-so
preoccupied that they haven't even named the baby yet.
The basis of this sentiment is Mel's desire to find a
connection to his original parents. He already has a set of
adopted parents, but they would make you look for your
biological parents, too. In one of many brilliant casting
strokes, Mary Tyler Moore plays Mel'S mom. She's a crazy
control freak with an opinion about everything and a whole
lot of excessive concern for her son. Her mousy husband.
played by George Segal, is devoted to Mel and his wifc, but
is nevcr really decisive enough to take sides or say anything
wonh listening to.
But Mel is in luck because he's found a gorgeous, postgraduate student Tina (Tea Lconi) who will assist him ·.... ith
his search if he allows her to come along and doclImcfiI thc
parent-son meeting. Leoni plays Tina as an elt:gant and
collected woman, yet whenevcr she talks to Mel she seems to
mention that she's soon to be divorced.
Once the parents are found, there are a few problems with
the trip and loads of conniet betwcen the characters. Lots of
tcnsion surfaces as Nancy begins to suspect that Mel's
attraction for her is dwindling and that Tina may be the n~w
object. On their travels, Nancy runs into an old guy friend
from high school played by Josh Brolin. Not orJy is !.his guy
still attracted to Nancy, but they bring a10ng his very uptight
FBI partner (who's also his male lover!). With the two FBI
men into the mix, you've got the trip from hell.
When we fina1ly meet Mel's real parents, played by Alan
Aida and Lily Tomlin, we are ready for the worst possible
scenario. But David Russell gives us somett;ing even more
frightening and hilarious. Aida and Tomlin are a riot in such
atypica1 roles, a1lowing them to really stretch to new lews.
Russell has made a film that is a set of component pans that
fit very interestingly togethcr. Whether it's !.he characters or
situations, each small segment of Mel's trip is truly funny
despite some very TOUCHY subject matter. Russell has
struck again, handling taboo with a deft touch. So much so
that it·s funny and telling all the same.
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Seeing Through the Haze

Just What Are We
Ranking, Anyway?

MaeHo
STAFF WRITER

Layers of sultry blues, lively funk and schizophrenic vocals
cloud Haze's eD, '10m Dooley." True to her name, "Haze",
is a mental fog of incongruous sounds that twist our reality.
"Portishead on Steroids? Tori Amos' music as if on
heroin?" reads Haze's biography. However, this is not a drug
induced lIaI.Iucination but the female artist just named best
alternative artist at the South by Southwest conference. Her
undeniably unique music isdeservedly labeled the "alternative
toaltemative."

Haze sct out 10 put musicians together "woo just don't
seem 10 belong in the same room." She received her wish with
guitarist John BulleT, bassist Doug Rossi, and drummer Mark
Bistany. Producer Ross Robinson, of the acclaimed Korn LP,
made sure things "stayed messy" in the rehearsal room.
The outcome was a defiant sound challenging the
"alternative" conventions that belie alternative music today.
Haze has nOl. followed the (fends by following all of them.
Influences ranging from Pat Benatar 10 Nine Inch Nails to
Madonna playa role in her music.
The title track "Tom Dooley" maniacally stans off
with Haze humming the melody over a metronomic drumbeat.
The song sardonically describes a gigolo who ironically falls
victim to the women whom he had preyed upon for so long.
Tracksfour,five,sixandsevenofferdifferentversionsof''Tom
Dooky". Track seven, "Tom in a Trance", the most beguiling
version, is a dance song gone awry. The song keeping its
warped nature adds a funky house beat 10 make it even more
peculiar.
''God'' (Wish You Were Here)" ,asongaboutadejected
lover, offers a more sensitive side of Haze. "It's three o'clock
- now three o'two - they're probably having dinner" are a
sampleof the song's lyrics which billerly relate the lover's pain.
The metronomic drum is still in the background but the sound
is more harmonious and softer than the other tracks.
"Free" defUUltly contrnsts ''God (Wish You Were
Here)"with a lover rejoicing in her freedom fromaoppressive
relationship.
In tune with the rebell.ious narure of the sonll the music
offm a variety of harsh and unsettling noises.
The 5 versionsof''Tom D001ey~ do get tedious but if
you are yearning for a different listening e~perience, Hazto. may
be thesolution. HefUnonhodo~ approach IOffiusic is engagir,g
nOl merely because of how it sounds but by what it is trying 10
say. Hazecan be found on Mutiny Records. You can e-mail
her at coolhaze@aol.com and should check OUI: http://
www.hooked.net/userslrhythumb..haze.hunl.

Tracy Ashleigh
STAFF WRITER

Call me silly, but I
couldn't care less what the
U.S. News & World Repon
says. What I do find funny
is the fact that the people
running for slUdent offices
seem to care so much. Isn't
this a bit inconsistent? On
the one hand, we're all angry
about the wailing wall and
the Section 4 fiasco, because
these arc examples of
judging us by numbers and
being hyper-competitive.
On the other hand, we have
people saying that we, for
some unknown reason
should be, or need to be,
ranked high by some Stupid
magazine.
Frankly, I don't want the
"numbers snobs" on my
campus! Let them apply to
the top 20 schools and spend
the rest of their lives slaving
away. I am far more
concerned about getting a
decent education and
enjoying the process of
being a full time student for
the first time in my life.
For those of you who are
obsessed with numbers, get
thee to the Internet, for there
are two alternate rankings
out there. And, not
surprisingly, Hastings ranks
highly on both of those.
Your first Stop should be
http://haas.berkeley.edu/
-wehrli/rankings.html fora
thorough composite ranking
oflaw schools. This ranking,
by John E. Wehrli, places
Hastings at #21. It includes
a detailed methodology of
how he came to his
conclusions - which, to
make a complex study
ridiculously
simple,
basically attempts to use a
number of other rankings,
plus factor in the relative
quality
of incoming

students, and then weight
everything reasonably.
The second stop is at
http://uls.cc.utexas.edu/l
- j uri s / ran kin g s /
rankings.htmlfortheJustice
Brennan rankings. Again,
there is a description of the
methodology used in
making his rankings. A
bonus is that Brennan has
several different rankings so students can zero in on
areas that are most imponanl
10 them. According to this
site, Hastings is # I I on the
Composite (overall) Index,
#1 on the Diversity Index,
and #18 on the Institutional
Index (which measures
things like size, age and
growth).
Now that I have done my
job to create even more
confusion than already
existed, I want to use up
some column
inches
summarizing my thoughts
on being a I L here at
Hastings. Overall, I'd give
it a 79 - interesting words
but you can't dance to it.
I love my Section matesGo,Section5! I was nervous
about the dreaded "Hastings
reputation" before coming
here but I found everyone to
be incredibly helpful. I
especially want to thank
people who let me copy their
notes when I was out sick,
which,
unfortunately,
happened far too often for
me to have gotten by without
you.
My professors, too especially Profs. Barrett and
Diamond, who had to stuff
Ions and criminal law into
our muddled fust semester
brains. Special bouquet goes
to Downs, for aC1ually
telling us in class - on aday
when pretty much no one

had read the material - that
he wasn't going to get down
on us for failing behind,
since everyone has their
problems to deal with. I
never loved an instructor
more than right then - he's
the only person in my 34
years who's ever actually
come right out and
announced in class that it's
okay to have a life outside
his room. Russell. well.
some of us asked them to
give you a real job! Weird
style, but I probably
understand contracts better
than anything else I studied
this year.
Most important to me,
though, are Pat Fleck and
Sue Lunbeck. who helped
me find a way to stay in
school. As I learned the hard
wayoverthe last year, being
disabled sucks. And being
disabled in law school is
simply insane. But Pat and
Sue found ways to allow me
to keep going - through
accommodations, referrals,
study suggestions, special
programs, and simply by
listening when I needed to
vent. They ought to talk
about that in the brochurel
Despile the sacred images
of the hallowed halls, I
found that it was okay to be
human here, to not be a
perfect, brilliant student,
and that there were people
here who cared and who
were willing to help.
For a while there, I was
seriously
considering
quitting after this set of
finals. But thanks to the
human factor at Hastings,
I'm staying put. Besides, if
I left, who would diss the
LW&R program?

1;;
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The Proof

The Truth
BarP'JSsers/West flowcharts have been in continuous use in California as part of the BarPassers
program since 1985.They have helped thousands
of students to pass the nation's most difficult bar
examination. They are currently contained in the

BarPassers/West
Chartbook.

Course

Materials

and

BAR/BRI 's 1995 California Brochure contained
pictures of now West Bar lecturers Professor
Arthur Miller of Harvard Law School, Rafael
Qooi~

&-

pict\l~

Guzman of the University of Arkansas, and John
Moye. In quotes, the brochure stated "you could
create the best law school in the country with this
faculty.~ In addition, the same brochure described
Professor Guzman as "the leading authority in aU
aspects of the Multistate Bar Exam.~

from ]9')5

Califomi.ll BAR/BRI brochure

_

' You could create the best law school
in the country with this faculty"

RAf"AELGU7MAN
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False Statistics

BarPassers
1-800-723-7277

BarPassers/Wesl retained the largest CPA and
Consulting flIm in the world,Arthur Andersen , to
issue a report on statistics. In that report,Arthur
Andersen concluded that BAR/BRI had published false statistics for Stanford Law School , but
added that unless each and every student was
contacted, no accur.ue pass rates could be determined , BarPassers/West refuses to follow
BAR!BRl in publishing false information that can·
nOl be verified, BAR/BRl's response has been to
ignore Arthur Andersen 's findings and instead
hire ~John P. Wales" to verify statislics at another
school. John P. Wales?

?
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Major League Soccer: Prekhi, The Pointer
Sisters And Plenty of Free Stuff
Molly Peterson
FEATIIRES EDITOR

Since most international
Until Saturday, I thought soccer players wouldn '\ mind
I'd have to write about how hanging out in the United
the tournament sucked States for six months of the
because Syracuse was in the year, tons of them made
final (for some people. final themselves eligible for the
and ultimate proof that there "draft," which was actually
is no God). Or about baseball: JUSt more of the clever
Ahhhh, spring. Spring marketing ploy to split up all
training is the best time of of the players you might know
year. blah blah, but as far as or like. In the Western
the As and the Giants go, I Division, the Clash compete
have seen the light at the end with the Colorado Rapids, the
of the tunnel and it is out. Kansas City Wiz, the Dallas
How 'bout those Red Sox. Bum, and the Los Angeles
finally won a game. Marge Galaxy (who just signed Billy
Schott is ajerk as usual blah from Melrose Place, one of
blah blah.
the geezers of the league at
But there's a new game in 29, but you know it's all just
town, and it is the perfect for looks). The Wiz boasts a
antidote to the complete self- player named Prekhi, one of
absorbtion of all yourfavoritc three players in the league
major league spons. Major with just one name.
League Soccer kicked off its
In the east the Columbus
league with the first match Crew, boasting a logoofthrce
EVER on Saturday atSpanan construction workers, are led
Stadium. and it was a sight to by Doctor Kumalo, a South
behold.
Your
(semi) African player who was
hometown San Jose Clash named by his mother for what
beat D.C. United (that's it; she wanted him to be when
juSt United. Against what we he grew up. (Good thlllg she
don't know. but the original didn't get specific and pick
is in Manchester, England), "Urologist"
or
1-0, before a sellout crowd of "Proctologisl.") The Tampa
31 ,OOOpcople, most of whom Bay Mutiny (big piracy theme
got onc or two red in this city) got Carlos
commemorative Nike shins Valderama, that crazy guy
for the occasion. Thanks to from Bolivia with the giant
Andrew, who has a panial hair. More Team USA
season ticket plan, I got in on players, Tab Ramos of Pertthe ground floor of the Next Plus commercial fame and
Big Thing. On the heels of Tony Meola (whose dad had
my last perfect day~ the best agent during 94 's
kayaking on the bay with World Cup, since he was on
certain professors who screen every five minutes or
probably wish to remain so) are the local boys
nameless-this almost made returning home to play for
me feel human again.
the New York/New Jersey
If you remembertheMISL MetroStars. D.C. United got
or the NASL then MLS may Mario EtchevetT)' and former
seem like a great big joke to Team USA player John
you. By the time that Pele Harkes, as well as former
played for NASL 's Cosmos Virginia and Team USA
in the 70s he was just one of coach Bruce Arena and a
many aging and over-the-hill bunch of former college
soccer stars the league bought national champion Cavaliers.
on the cheap. This time And the New England
around
soccer means Revolution gOl my favorite
business. On the strength of former Team USA player,
the World Cup here in 1994, Alexi Lalas. (He jusl is such
the newly formed lO-team a funky looking guy. And it's
league (eight of which go to fun to say his name over and
the playoffs) has a myriad of over. Lalas. LalasLalasLalas
logos and stars, as well as a Lalas,)
salary cap of $1,3 million a
Because the league is so
team,

young, you can still pick and
choose who you like without
being tied to your hometown
team. D.C. United has the best
name~a
knock-off of
Manchester United. one of
the great British teams~and
great away uniforms, from
what I saw. Especially nice
touch~the
MasterCard
endorsement in yellow and
orange at the base of the
number on the black uniform.
New England Revolution's
logo is a little bland and
minimalist, but they havc
Alexi Lalas, so that's okay. It
would be nice to be a San
Jose Clash fan~their goalie
coached at my high school
until this ycar~they 're more
aggressive than D.C., and
should be the best team in the
league this year, so you could
hop on the bandwagon now.
So, based on my first MLS
game, here arc somc key
observations about the spon
of soccer:
-Hair is a big deal. Having
good or distinctive hair is
almost as good as a nice slide
tackle or bicycle kick. Carlos
Valderama is like Fletch in
his dream sequence: 6'6".
6'10" with the afro. This hair
trend will be helpful as an
identifier to the American
fans, who were squinting at
numbers left and right.
-When the ball flies up into
the stands, the fans scramble
to get to it. So they can GIVE
IT BACK. I couldn't get over
this at all. Some little kid in
about the 10th row on the
opposite side got to throw the
ball back toEric Wynalda for
a throw-in. The last time a
kid had that much direct
contaCI with a major league
ballplayer was the kid who
said, "Say it ain't so," to
Shoeless Joe. Which brings
me to my next poinT. .
-MLS is marketingintensive. Seat prizes were
given out like at 1/164 of
baseball games. Replica balls
flew inlO the stands at every
possible
opportunity.
(Andrew and I were bummed
to miss one that flew past our
noses. But the look of joy on
the little kid's faces and relief

on the face of the dad made it
all worthwhile.) T-shins and
posters and free keychains
were everywhere. MLS
backers have sunk major
money into this venture, and
they're willing to do what it
takes to make it a success.
There are so many ways to
drop cash on merchandise
from your favorite team it's
not even funny.
- Consequently, MLS is
customer service oriented.
Every day is fan appreciation
day, I saw John Harkes
apologize to a group of
teenage girls for not having
enough time to sign
autographs. Crazy George or
whatever his name is roamed
the stands hugging children
and banging a drum and
generally creating a ruckus.
(Thc Clash mascot tried to
hug some kids but I saw them
cry, ortell him he was "lame,"
or both.) They're out to give
you a good time for your $16
ticket (that's the top-end
price). RecognLzing the
American need for instant
gratification (or frequent
scoring) they tried to make
the goals bigger, but when
that mel with opposition from
the European guys who set
up the international playoffs
they backed off. Instead
there's a series of five fivesecond one-on-one matchups
at the end of regulation if
there's no scoring.
-Soccer
opening
ceremonies are long. After
an hour of the Pointer Sisters
(when was the last time you
heard "Neutron Dance"?)
hundreds of color coordinated
kids, dancers and C&C Music
Factory
members,
accompanied by banncrs and
a member of every team.
introduced the league. Then
and only then did Jon Secada
whip the crowd into a frenzy
(not hard, when you've been
Sitting still for an hour) with
the national anthem.
-A level ofsponsmanship
dominates where other
sports' players arc adjusting
their shons or cups or both.
One guy on D.C. United got
injured. SotheClashguy with

the ball sent it outlO Stop play
so the team doctor could run
out and bandage him up.
Then, when D.C. United
threw it in, they gave it right
back to the same Gash-cr.
There's plenty of trash talk
and shin grabbing, but a lot
of it is good natured~for
manyoftheTeam USA guys,
it's the first time they haven't
been on the same team. When
Harkes and acouple of others
got yellow cards (which are
actually more neon green),
they shook hands with the
opposing players they had
just squashed.
As for the game itself,
MLS couldn't have asked for
anything more from its first
game, except maybe a couple
of extra goals. United goalie
Jeff Causey (a former
Virginia Cav, and since I
watched plenty of Virginia
soccer at Georgetown. gets a
thumbs up) had some brilliant
saves in goal; considering he
gOt shelled for the whole
second half, the fact that the
score was only 1-0 bythc end
was prctty rad. When Eric
"Waldo" Wynaldascored off
of a nice juke dribble
followed by a shot to the far
comer just out of Causey's
reach, then ripped off his
shirt, you would have thought
that he won the World Cup.
Hell, the crowd acted like he
did.
Soccer doesn't have the
history of baseball, but its
players run for 45-minute
halves and arc actually
athletes in good shape. They
have a cheesy theme song,
but at least they didn't get
into a pissing match with
baseball for silly slogans.
(Baseball would win,) Major
League Soccer is what major
league sports started out to
be. and what they should be
now. Spectator sports is
entertainment
and
competition, and this soccer
match provided this at its
highest. Plus Lf you get to a
game soon you'll probably
get a free keychain. AI the
rate MLS is going, there
might even be car keys to go
with it,
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"Oid I say I was 'bitter' about my experience in law school here at
Hastings?
I'm sorry. Perhaps I should have said, 'jaded:
After all, 'bitter' seems to imply thai I actually still give a damn, now
doesn't it?"
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ATTENTION
HASTINGS GRADUATES
DUE TO MAJOR CONSTRUCTION 'ROJECTS AT
HASTINGS THIS SUMMER THE LOCATION OF THE
BARBRI CLASSES WILL BE MOVED, THE NEW
LOCATION IS THE SAN FRANCISCO MART, LOCATED
~T 1355 MARI(ET IT. (CORNER OF 9TH AND
MARI(ET) THREE BLOCKS FROM HASTINGS LA W
SCHOOL
SAMPLE /996 SUMMEII SCHEPULE (FINAL SCHEPULES COMING wnHIN TWO WEEIlS)
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